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Moving off campus? For a bird’s eye view of your options, 
see the included OFF-CAMPUS LIVING GUIDE
By MATT SUTHERLAND
The Breeze
Nick Herge, a resident adviser in 
Hu man Hall, recently found out how 
hard it was to move around the Village 
area with a disability.
Herge was walking around campus 
when he fell into a gopher hole and 
sprained his ankle. Now, with a leg 
brace and crutch, it takes him twice as 
long to go anywhere. Even more dis-
couraging, Herge finds it difficult to 
move around Hu man, where he lives 
and communicates with his advisees.
“Going up and down the stairs sucks, 
especially in the Village with no eleva-
tors,” Herge said.
The Village isn’t the only area on 
campus that is problematic for dis-
abled students.  ere are complaints 
from some students that the campus 
is not as accessible to the disabled as it 
should be.  ere are qualms about the 
lack of accessibility for main entranc-
es, including ISAT and the Bluestone 
area.  Automatic doors have reportedly 
failed to open, speci cally from the side 
entrance of ISAT.
Valerie Schoolcraft, director of Dis-
ability Services, said automatic doors 
should be taken care of promptly.
“The time it takes to solve the 
problem can depend on the type of 
problem,” Schoolcraft said. “For exam-
ple, sometimes it can be as simple as 
remembering to turn on the switch that 
see CAMPUS, page 5
Adding Distress to Disabilities
Baked With Care
By SCOTT EINSMANN
The Breeze
As of now, more than , people 
will attend the Mahatma Gandhi Glob-
al Nonviolence Award Monday, yet few 
will know the preparation it took to put 
on the event. 
Bringing high-profile individuals 
such as Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter to 
JMU requires months of planning as 
well as the cooperation of multiple 
departments and agencies.
Since Feb. , a committee of rep-
resentatives from a variety of university 
departments has been meeting month-
ly, and most recently, weekly, to plan 
Monday’s event honoring the Carters 
with the Mahatma Gandhi Global Non 
Violence Award.
“With that committee you have to 
have a representative from all areas that 
impact the event,” said Glenda Rooney, 
chair of the event committee.
Raising money to cover the expenses 
for the event is one issue the committee 
addressed.
Our budget fluctuated between 
$, to $, in total costs, said 
Keith May, chair of the event board. 
He added that expenses were covered 
“mostly through getting individual 
sponsors of people coming to a ban-
quet prior to the event.”
Sunday’s banquet will have about 
 guests and local businesses will 
sponsor  to  tables.  e tables cost 
$, to $, to sponsor.
An Indian vegetarian meal in honor 
of Mahatma Gandhi and his approach 
to life will be served at the banquet.
 e ambassadors of Syria and India 
will be present at the banquet, as well 
as state and local politicians.
No tickets were sold for the  
awards ceremony, as it was  rst-come 
 rst-serve seating.  e reason tickets 
are required for this year’s event is for 
organizational purposes, and so that 
people coming from far away can be 
guaranteed a seat.
“ ere is some cost involved in ticket 
sales but it has organized the process so 
much more,” May said.
 e , seats at the Convocation 
Center are expected to be sold out by 
week’s end.
Security for the event will be provid-
ed mostly by the Carters’ private Secret 
Service, as well as Virginia-based Secret 
Service. According to Mary-Hope 
Gangwer, the Harrisonburg Police 
Department spokeswoman, Harrison-
burg police will be working with secret 
service as a “support role” for the event 
by closing streets and providing tra  c 
and crowd control .
According to Rooney, there will be  
to  city and county police supporting 
the Secret Service. 
Carter May 
Bring Full 
House at 
High Costs
TODAY’S WEATHER
68°/57°
for this week’s weather, see page 3
max humidity: 85% 
chance of
precip: 40%
Members of the American Student Association, seniors Jen Bienz (left) and Gina Cavallo (right), sell baked goods and 
bagels Wednesday morning in front of Burruss Hall. 
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Tailgating Regulations
With the Dukes’ fi rst home football game this weekend, 
many students have tailgating plans in the works. Here 
are applicable rules from JMU’s Tailgating Policy, found on 
JMUsports.com, to keep everyone out of trouble. 
 All lots open up at 8 a.m. on game day, and all tailgating 
must end two hours after the game has ended.  
 Tailgating is permitted directly behind your vehicle 
and can not occupy an additional parking space. 
 State laws and JMU alcohol policies will be 
enforced within the tailgating lots. 
 Saving spots is not permitted. 
 Open fl ames other than grills are NOT permitted.  Grilling is not 
permitted in JMU parking decks.  Be aware of state fi re laws and bans. 
 Propane and charcoal grills are the only permissible 
sources of heat for cooking.  Burned coals and/or residue 
from cooking must be disposed of properly. 
 Music must be confi ned to your tailgate area, and speakers must be 
directed into your tailgate.  Please do not disrupt fellow tailgaters — you 
may be asked to lower or eliminate your music if it disrupts others.  
 Any violation of the tailgating policy may result in 
the immediate termination of tailgating privileges, 
criminal prosecution and/or disciplinary action.
— compiled by Scott Einsmann | The Breeze
Automatic 
doors around 
campus have 
make buildings 
accessible to the 
disabled.  While 
this is PC Dukes, 
some students 
have complained 
about doors in 
the ISAT and 
Bluestone areas. 
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By MEGAN WILLIAMS   
The Breeze
The three-day trial for the former 
bartender of  e Pub has been post-
poned from Tuesday to Jan. .  
Bethany Baker Jones is charged with 
involuntary manslaughter and felony 
hit-and-run.  e charges are in con-
junction with a Jan.  incident, where 
Jones allegedly struck jogger Sherry 
Anderson, a JMU employee. 
Jones was leaving work in the early 
morning hours and allegedly hit Ander-
son on South Main Street near Port 
Republic Road. She is also now being 
charged with misdemeanor reckless 
driving and misdemeanor obstruction 
of justice. 
On Nov. , Jones will have a sup-
pression hearing where her defense 
attorney will likely try to have key 
evidence thrown out, including state-
ments she made to police, according to 
 e Daily News-Record.  
Hit-and-Run  
Trial Delayed
Bethany Jones, 
a former 
bartender at The 
Pub, is charged 
with involuntary 
manslaughter 
and felony hit-
and-run. 
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Execution Date Set 
For D.C. Area Sniper
WASHINGTON — A Northern 
Virginia judge on Wednesday set Nov. 
10 as the execution date for sniper 
John Allen Muhammad, whose wave 
of random shootings terrified the 
Washington region in 2002.
Prince William County Circuit 
Court Judge Mary Grace O’Brien 
chose the date at a teleconference 
with lawyers in the case Wednesday 
morning, said Jon Sheldon, an 
attorney for Muhammad. He said 
Muhammad plans to ask Virginia 
Gov. Timothy Kaine (D) for clemency 
and to file an appeal with the U.S. 
Supreme Court, his last remaining 
legal options after a federal appellate 
court rejected his latest appeal last 
month.
If those efforts fail, Muhammad 
probably will be strapped to a gurney 
at the Greensville Correctional 
Center in Jarratt, Va., administered a 
succession of three drugs and 
pronounced dead, which is Virginia’s 
method of executing prisoners by 
lethal injection. Virginia inmates can 
choose lethal injection or the electric 
chair, but under state law inmates 
who make no choice automatically 
die by lethal injection — and most 
executions have been carried out by 
that method.
Muhammad was convicted in 2003 
and sentenced to death for killing 
Dean Meyers near Manassas, Va., in 
October 2002, one of 10 sniper 
slayings that month. His accomplice, 
Lee Boyd Malvo, was sentenced to 
life in prison without parole in a 
separate trial for a sniper killing in 
Fairfax County, Va.
A variety of state and federal courts 
have rejected Muhammad’s appeals, 
with the latest being the Richmond-
based U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
4th Circuit. A three-judge panel of 
that court turned down Muhammad’s 
appeal Aug. 7. His attorneys had 
made a number of arguments, 
including saying that he should not 
have been allowed to represent 
himself at the start of his trial and 
that prosecutors failed to turn over 
key documents to the defense.
The sniper slayings gripped the 
Washington region, as Muhammad and 
Malvo prowled Maryland, the District 
and Virginia in an old Chevy and ran-
domly picked out 13 people and shot 
them. Ten died doing the most routine 
of tasks — mowing lawns, unloading 
shopping baskets, pumping gas. After-
school activities were canceled and 
people changed their daily routines.
Gaza War Crime 
Inquiries Rejected
JERUSALEM — Israel on 
Wednesday rejected a U.N. panel’s 
call to open an independent inquiry 
into its wartime conduct in the Gaza 
Strip and launched a diplomatic 
campaign to thwart any prosecution 
of its soldiers in an international 
criminal tribunal.
Officials said President Shimon 
Peres, Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu and other senior 
ministers were telephoning 
counterparts abroad in an effort to 
discredit a harshly critical report by 
the fact-finding panel. The report 
concluded that both sides committed 
war crimes during an Israeli offensive 
last winter that took aim at rocket-
firing militants in the Palestinian 
enclave but also left hundreds of 
civilians dead.
Peres declared at a news 
conference that the report, issued 
Tuesday by former South African 
Judge Richard Goldstone, is one-
sided and “makes a mockery of 
history.”
“It draws no distinction between 
the attacker and the attacked,” Peres 
said. “The report essentially grants 
legitimacy to acts of terrorism, 
shooting and killing, and ignores the 
right and duty of any country to self 
defense, as outlined in the U.N. 
charter.”
Israel’s assertive response reflected 
official concern that the 22-day 
winter assault on Gaza was a 
diplomatic and strategic defeat for 
the Jewish state, even though it has 
reduced rocket fire sharply from the 
Hamas-ruled territory.
Although the panel said rocket fire 
by Gaza militants into civilian areas 
of Israel constituted war crimes, the 
455-page report reserved its harshest 
language for the Israeli military, 
saying that soldiers targeted and shot 
civilians in 11 well-documented 
cases.
The four-member panel called on 
Israel and Hamas to appoint 
independent investigators for 
separate inquiries into their own 
conduct. If that is not done, it said, 
the U.N. Security Council should 
refer the report to The Hague, 
Netherlands-based prosecutors of 
the International Criminal Court.
Israeli government spokesman Mark 
Regev said Israel rejected the idea of a 
special inquiry. He said the army’s own 
ongoing investigation of its actions is 
open to review by “a professional, inde-
pendent and forceful judiciary.”
Japan PM Hopes to 
Build U.S. Relations
TOKYO — Japan’s new prime min-
ister said Wednesday that he intends 
to change his country’s “somewhat 
passive” relationship with the United 
States and to review the large Ameri-
can military presence here.
Yukio Hatoyama said he wants 
to build a relationship of trust with 
President Obama, which would “cre-
ate an environment where we can 
both frankly state our opinions.”
Hatoyama was selected as prime 
minister Wednesday afternoon, as 
his left-of-center party claimed the 
spoils of an August election that de-
molished the conservative political 
machine that ruled Japan for nearly 
half a century.
The Democratic Party of Japan 
(DPJ) won a landslide with promises 
to put more money into the pockets 
of consumers, parents and farmers. 
It also vowed to roll back the pow-
er of bureaucrats, who had often 
shaped government policy during 
the long, sclerotic reign of the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP). To that end, 
Hatoyama insisted Wednesday that 
high-ranking ministry bureaucrats 
be kept away from the prime minis-
ter’s office during the official naming 
of his cabinet.
His party is taking charge at a par-
ticularly miserable moment for many 
Japanese, as Hatoyama reminded 
lawmakers on the night before they 
named him prime minister. “This is 
not a time for rejoicing,” he said. “If 
the Democratic Party does not live 
up to expectations, the country could 
lose hope, and there will be no way 
out.”
The world’s second-largest econ-
omy is mired in its worst postwar 
slump, with record unemployment, 
falling wages and declining busi-
ness investment. Hatoyama’s party 
will have to manage these problems 
while providing ever-more-expen-
sive medical care to the world’s oldest 
population and shouldering a public 
debt that is already the highest among 
rich nations.
“I would be grateful for your nur-
turing the new government with 
patience,” Hatoyama said during a 
nationally televised press confer-
ence. “I think there will be various 
trials and errors. I think there will be 
failures.”
Since his party’s landslide win Aug. 
30, Hatoyama, 62, has tried to reas-
sure the United States that it remains 
the cornerstone of Japan’s foreign 
policy, while following through on 
his party’s campaign vow to make the 
relationship more equal. He also has 
said Japan should over time refocus 
its trade and foreign policy on East 
Asia, especially China. Hatoyama 
noted on Wednesday that this grad-
ual shift should not be perceived as a 
closing of doors.
“That doesn’t mean to exclude the 
United States or the U.S. dollar,” he 
said. “Rather, I see the concept of an 
extended Asia-Pacific community. I 
don’t believe we can do things with-
out the U.S.”
Hatoyama, who has a doctorate in 
engineering from Stanford Univer-
sity, is expected to travel to New York 
next week to participate in the United 
Nations General Assembly session 
and might meet with Obama during 
his trip.
As his party mounted a challenge this 
year to the Liberal Democratic Party, 
which had always maintained a close 
relationship with the United States, the 
DPJ challenged what it described as Ja-
pan’s excessively docile dealings with 
its principal postwar ally and military 
protector. The party said it would rene-
gotiate a “status of forces” agreement 
that keeps 47,000 U.S. military person-
nel on bases in Japan.
Facebook Surpasses 
Growth Predictions
LOS ANGELES — Facebook, the 
world’s largest Internet social net-
work, said Tuesday it made more 
money than it spent, becoming cash 
flow positive for the first time since it 
was started in a Harvard dorm room 
nearly six years ago.
The Palo Alto, Calif., company also 
said it had reached 300 million active 
users. The site reached 150 million 
users in only five years, a fast growth 
rate by any measure. But it atomized 
its own speed record this year by go-
ing from 150 to 300 million users in a 
little over nine months.
Propelled by that growth, Facebook 
became cash flow positive ahead of 
schedule, it said. The company had 
expected to hit that milestone in 2010. 
“This is important to us because it sets 
Facebook up to be a strong indepen-
dent service for the long term,” Chief 
Executive Mark Zuckerberg wrote in 
a blog post.
Facebook, which has taken close to 
$600 million in financing, makes its 
money from advertising, including 
an auction system where marketers 
can pay to target small products and 
services to certain demographics. The 
private company does not disclose its 
revenues.
Facebook has had a tumultuous 
childhood, frequently getting in hot 
water over the way it shares, stores 
and uses personal information up-
loaded by its users.
In August, the company announced 
it was starting a yearlong project to 
clarify and tighten its privacy controls 
after a Canadian government agency 
complained about the site’s policies.
But Facebook’s rapid growth is per-
haps the best evidence of its utility and 
its general appeal to users around the 
world. The company says its fastest 
growing demographic is now people 
35 and over, and in the U.S., the site’s 
nearly 90 million visitors made it the 
fourth most-trafficked Web property 
in July, according to web ratings firm 
comScore.
The company, which has close to 
1,000 employees, was valued at $10 bil-
lion in a transaction earlier this year in 
which the Russian venture firm Digital 
Sky Technologies bought $200 million 
worth of its stock.
Va. Man Auctions 
Rare Aitken Bibles
SPOTSYLVANIA, Va. — In 1782, 
during the waning days of the Ameri-
can Revolution, Philadelphia printer 
Robert Aitken obtained the autho-
rization of Congress to print a rather 
patriotic Bible. The tome would be 
printed in the Colonies, independent 
of the authority of the King of Eng-
land, who had slapped an embargo 
on Bibles (and almost everything 
else) to the rebellious New World.
This endorsement by the secular 
of the spiritual would have been a 
flagrant violation of the church/state 
divide — but it was nine years before 
that concept would be codified and 
ratified in the First Amendment. So 
Aitken printed 10,000 copies of his 
pocket-size Scripture, with the con-
gressional plug on the very first page 
(Congress “recommend(s) this edi-
tion of the Bible to the inhabitants of 
the United States.”)
With piety and patriotism running 
high, and the supply of Bibles run-
ning low, Aitken could be forgiven 
for envisioning divinely sanctioned 
profits.
But the war ended the next year, 
higher-quality Bibles were import-
ed en masse, and the Aitken Bible 
flopped. Most of them wound up in a 
Philadelphia church as handouts to 
the poor.
Today, an estimated 32 copies of 
“the Bible of the Revolution” remain. 
Antiquarian experts say perhaps 10 
are in private hands.
Spotsylvania’s Mel Meadows has 
two of them.
“Aitken tried to capitalize on the 
market,” he says, “and it just didn’t 
work out that way.”
On Thursday, at a rare book auction 
in Manhattan, the 59-year-old retired 
real estate developer, a self-described 
devout Christian who avoids af-
filiation with any denomination and 
deeply dislikes “political Christians,” 
is selling one of his copies. It’s ex-
pected to go for $40,000 or more. In 
the same auction, he’s also selling his 
copy of the Bay Psalm Book, a circa 
1682 edition of the first book printed 
in British America (official title of that 
edition, a variation on the original:: 
“The Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual 
Songs of the Old and New Testament, 
Faithfully Translated into English 
Metre.”)
It is one of the rarest books in Amer-
ican publishing and this is the first 
time an early edition of the book has 
been on the public market in nearly a 
quarter-century. It, too, is expected to 
go for more than $40,000.
The sale of these and more than 
100 other Bibles in Meadows’ collec-
tion is “a very big deal,” says Mark 
Dimunation, chief of the rare book 
and special collections division at the 
Library of Congress.
“The Aitken Bible alone is an icon 
of American book collecting,” says 
William Reese, a New Haven, Conn., 
book dealer who is widely regarded 
as the nation’s preeminent expert 
in early Americana publishing. “Its 
story is well known. It’s a celebrated, 
famous thing.”
Reese should know. He paid 
$60,000 for an Aitken Bible in pristine 
condition in 2008, the last time one 
came up for auction.
Until recently, you didn’t need to go 
to Swann Galleries in New York or the 
Library of Congress to see such hal-
lowed texts. You could just drop by 
Meadows’ home outside Spotsylva-
nia, past the strip malls and the Civil 
War battlefields, stroll past the baby 
grand piano, into the front parlor and 
paw around the bookcases. He kept 
about 150 extremely rare Bibles from 
America and Europe right there on 
the shelves, maybe even on the coffee 
table. 
The famed 16th-century transla-
tion in Greek and Latin by Erasmus, 
the 1540 third edition of the Great Bi-
ble (“in Englysh”), a 1560 first edition 
of the Geneva Bible, a 1568 first edi-
tion of the Bishops’ Bible, right there 
to flip through.
“Most people wouldn’t have known 
what they were looking at,” says 
Meadows. “Just old books.”
Trayless Cafeterias 
Reduce Waste
LOS ANGELES — Derek Owens 
performs a nifty and somewhat pre-
carious balancing act when he gets 
his meals at Pomona College.
At lunch one recent day, the fresh-
man from Oregon held a plate of 
nachos and beans in one hand. In the 
other, he stacked a serving of pizza 
and breadstick on top of a fruit juice 
cup. With silverware deftly added to 
the pile, he made it to his table with-
out spilling a drop.
Call it eco-dining, or another sign 
of tough economic times in American 
academia. Pomona this fall joined a 
growing number of colleges across 
the nation that have eliminated caf-
eteria trays in an effort to reduce food 
waste, cut water usage and save on 
energy bills.
Students’ reaction has been mixed, 
but Owens and others say they are 
adapting for the sake of the environ-
ment, their schools’ budgets and their 
own waistlines. If they can’t carry all 
the food they want in their first trip 
to the serving stations, they say, they 
will make one or two more. And if 
they wind up with fewer second help-
ings of granola or ice cream, so be it.
“It’s definitely difficult and a little 
bit inconvenient,” Owens said amid 
the hubbub of Pomona’s Frary Dining 
Hall. “But I like the intentions. The 
intentions are good, to be more aware 
of the environment and all that. So it’s 
a small sacrifice to make.”
The trayless college cafeteria is a 
growing trend, spreading from the 
Northeast and West Coast to the Mid-
west and South, said Joseph Spina, 
executive director of the National As-
sociation of College and University 
Food Services. Because it combines 
business savings with students’ in-
terest in sustainability, the change is 
viewed as a “win-win,” he said.
His group does not have a defini-
tive list of trayless schools, but food 
service companies report that many 
are shedding the plastic trays. Ara-
mark Higher Education estimates 
that 60 percent of the 600 campuses 
it serves are trayless, and Sodexo Inc., 
which works at a similar number of 
schools, says about 40 percent have 
made the change.
— The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times
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CORRECTION
In the Monday, Sept. 14 issue of The Breeze, the article “Wide Wright” 
incorrectly attributed a blocked field goal to Dixon Wright. In fact, Wright 
only missed a 41-yard field goal and one extra point. Matt Goff was the kicker 
whose attempte was blocked.
The Breeze regrets the error.
Police Log
TRESPASSING
on friday, three JMU students received judicial referrals for entering the Performing Arts Center without permission.
LARCENy
on sept. 8, a JMU student reported theft of a Gor-Tex jacket, laptop computer, iPod, GPS and light from a vehicle in M lot, valuing 
$3,050.
on sept. 10, a JMU student reported theft of a $700 necklace from White Hall.
on Tuesday, a JMU employee reported theft of five parking signs and two posts, valuing $335, from C17 lot.
on Tuesday, a JMU student reported theft of a backpack containing a notebook and keys, valuing $50, left unattended under a tree on 
Godwin Field.
on Tuesday, JMU students reported theft of wallets from unattended handbags in the HHS building.
PROPERTy DAMAGE 
on friday, a JMU employee reported $300 damage to a light pole outside of the Music building.
on sunday, a JMU student reported $300 damage to a window in Potomac Hall.
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
on sept. 9, police arrested two JMU students, who also received judicial referrals, for marijuana possession at Theatre II.
on saturday, police arrested two JMU students, who also received judicial referrals, for public drunkenness at the Godwin Hall bus 
stop.
on sunday, police arrested a JMU student, who also received a judicial referral, for underaged possession in the Duke and Bluestone 
area.
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By AmAndA HermAn
contributing writer
Seventeen T-shirts and two banners 
shouldn’t cost $671, according to the 
Student Government Association.
On Tuesday evening, the Psychology 
Peer Advising asked for money to pro-
mote the annual “Food Fight Against 
Hunger” fundraiser, and SGA allocated 
$455 to the group. 
“I do not like this bill,” senior senator 
James Lazo said during debate. “I think 
you could easily go buy paper, paint, 
pencils, crayons, whatever, and get two 
banners made on your own... You can 
wrap them in plastic and still use them 
year after year.”
The senate also granted $2,557 to 
the Asian Student Union. This money 
will go toward costumes, props and 
technical elements for the 11th annual 
Culture Show in Memorial Hall on Nov. 
7, following Culture Week. 
In previous years, the union has 
been granted funds from elsewhere, 
including $10,000 for last year’s show. 
Representatives of ASU said for this 
year, many costumes, props and other 
essentials for the show were kept and 
will be reused. 
Since this was the second meeting of 
the year, senior Andrew Elgert, speaker 
of the senate, had to explain many pro-
cedures to new members. The most 
time-consuming topic of discussion was 
the adoption of the house rules at this 
meeting.
“We adopt them every year,” Elgert 
said. “We are currently operating under 
last year’s rules, so we have to adopt 
new rules.”
Senate meetings are run similarly 
to sessions of U.S. Congress, combin-
ing elements of U.S. Senate sessions 
and meetings of the U.S. House of 
Representatives.
“The Constitution is what governs the 
whole body,” said sophomore Rheanna 
Martino, communications and internal 
affairs committee chair. “But the house 
rules cover the questions that are usu-
ally asked, like ‘Hey, I can not go to a 
committee meeting, what do I do?’ 
Basically it is the short and sweet ver-
sion of the [SGA] Constitution that you 
really need to know.”
Martino and her committee draft-
ed the 2009-2010 rules to bring to the 
meeting. The committee voted on the 
changes from the 2008-2009 rules 
before agreeing upon its final version.
Changes from last year include class 
officers no longer being able to resign 
from their seats, and senators needing 
to submit bills only online by Sundays 
at 5 p.m. before the week’s meeting 
(instead of in addition to two hard cop-
ies by Mondays at noon). 
Two changes to the house rules 
about amending attendance policy 
evoked lengthy discussion.
The first rule allows student senators 
to appeal unexcused absences before 
the senate, as opposed to before the 
executive council. 
“That is something we changed 
because we are the student senate,” 
By AAron Koepper
contributing writer
In May, professor Kate Kessler challenged 
students in her honors seminar class to not only 
become experienced hikers out in the Appa-
lachian Trail, but to connect the very foreign 
environment of the AT to their own lives by devel-
oping a project in their own area of interest. 
Some of the students were experienced, some 
had never hiked before, but they all developed 
projects that they presented to Harrisonburg’s 
chapter of the Sierra Club Tuesday night at Cle-
mentine Café.
The class itself consisted of three separate 
hikes and overnight trips, which took them from 
Rockfish Gap to just north of the Big Meadows 
entrance of Shenandoah National Park on the 
Appalachian Trail. 
The first hike was only 6.6 miles and allowed 
students to adjust to the environment and find 
their own area of interest. 
“It rained the whole time,” said Kessler, who 
teaches in the school of writing, rhetoric and 
technical communication. “Every single day, and 
at times it was pouring. I was so impressed with 
their morale — because we were soaked to the 
bone, to the skin, clear through.”
For junior computer science major Steven 
Irons, his trip on the trail brought “back memories 
of hiking with my friends in the first budding days 
of Spring, when all the trees lie with their barren 
branches.” He became the trip’s video documen-
tarian, shooting enough footage throughout the 
trip to create a 15-minute video that aired at the 
beginning of the presentation at Clementine.
He referred to the trail in his video as a 
“boundless singularity” — where the students of 
the seminar could have an opportunity to expand 
their own academic horizons. 
The trail itself was not their only resource: 
Leonard Atkins, who has hiked the entire AT 
five times and written two books on the course’s 
booklist: The Appalachian Trail: A Visitor’s Com-
panion and Walking the Blue Ridge: A Guide to 
the Trails of the Blue Ridge Parkway, was along 
for the adventure.
By the end of the first week, the group adapted
 see trAil, page 4
H1n1: treatment & Prevention / tratamient0 y PrevenciÓn
New Rules 
AdoptedTales From the Trail
Class Presents Various Summer Semester-long Projects to Audience at Clementine Café
By Ford prior
The Breeze
In 1968, the late Walter Cronkite 
returned from Vietnam with “news” — 
his opinion that the Vietnam War was 
unwinnable — upsetting unbiased 
journalistic ethics in a monumental 
way.
“That was a major moment in blur-
ring the lines between reporting and 
opinion,” said JMU political science 
professor Bob Roberts, who believes 
the consequences of Cronkite’s words 
are still apparent today.
As a locally-reputed guru in state 
and local politics, Roberts is a common 
contact for local news outlets looking 
for scholarly input to add legitimacy. It 
all started with scandal in the 1980s.
At that time “there were a lot of 
scandals and public ethics issues,” he 
said. “My expertise was public ethics, 
so I used to get a lot of calls.”
Roberts’ phone rings roughly once 
a week, with local radio hosts, TV 
reporters and the Daily News-Record 
on the other end. During the presi-
dential election, calls came almost 
daily.
According to Roberts, media out-
lets often first call Janet Smith, JMU’s 
media relations coordinator.
“We try to find sources for them. 
That’s part of our job,” Smith said.  
For particular interests, she calls 
on certain professors — including 
Christie-Joy Brodrick Hartman for 
environmental sustainability, J. Peter 
Pham for international justice and 
Bob Roberts when election season 
heats up. 
“When something deals with elec-
tions, Bob Roberts is our ‘go-to’ man,” 
Smith said.
Roberts offers opinion and inter-
pretation for reporters. 
“It’s a tradition of media outlets to 
contact professors who have an exper-
tise,” he said.  
Since Cronkite’s landmark turn 
from objective journalism, Roberts 
describes what he sees as a dramatic 
change in modern reporting.
“Now you see reporters comment-
ing on the stories they’re working on,” 
he said, and “journalists tend now to 
talk to other journalists” rather than 
experts.
It’s a trend that’s “reducing the mar-
ket for so-called experts,” Roberts said, 
adding that he sees that changes have 
taken place on a national, not state, 
level.
According to him, local and state 
levels of media have seen no such 
decline. 
Meanwhile, business is as usual for 
Roberts, helped by the fact that Virgin-
ia is a particularly good climate for a 
state politics expert like himself. The 
Old Dominion, he said, “is unique in 
that no other state has a major state-
wide election every year.”
The Professor Behind the Political Quotes
Bob Roberts Sees Drastic Change in Modern Reporting of Politics Since Vietnam War Era
Bob Roberts gets at least one phone 
call a week from members of the media 
hoping to ask his opinion on local and 
national politics. Roberts said that 
during the most recent presidential 
election, he received a call almost every 
day. Since Virginia has a major state-
wide election each year, he doesn’t see a 
decline in questions for him.
ABOVE: Writing professor Kate Kessler discusses 
her honor seminar’s experience at Clementine Café 
Tuesday evening. RIGHT: Sophomore Mat Cloak 
presents on the books students read during the 
Maymester course. 
see SGA, page 4
this week’s
FORECAST
todAy 71°/58°
30% chance of
precipitation
SundAy 73°/57°
10% chance of
precipitation
SAturdAy 75°/53°
10% chance of
precipitation
FridAy 77°/54°
20% chance of
precipitation
PREVENCIóN
n Lavarse las manos con frecuencia, con agua y jabón. Usar otros des-
infectantes como el cloro, el agua oxigenada o las toallitas y geles 
desinfectantes que contienen alcohol también son efectivos.
n Taparse la boca y la nariz con un pañuelo de papel al estornudar o 
toser. 
n  Limpiar frecuentemente los superficies de muebles, escritorios, 
pomos de las puertas, objetos  y ventilar las habitaciones abriendo 
las puertas y ventanas. El Virus de la gripe puede sobrevivir en las 
superficies de estos objetos de dos a ocho horas pudiendo infectar a 
una persona en este período de tiempo.
 nEvitar contagiar a otras personas si está enfermo. Una persona con 
gripe puede contagiar a otra sana un día antes de manifestarse sus 
síntomas  hasta  los siete días siguientes de haber contraído la enfer-
medad.  Si estás enfermo, el CDC (Centro de Control y Prevención 
de Enfermedades) recomienda quedarte en casa, durante 24 horas 
después de no haber presentado más fiebre.
n Evitar  los besos, darse la mano, el contacto muy cercano y  compartir 
objetos (vasos, cubiertos...), que hayan podido estar en contacto con 
la saliva o secreciones. 
TRATAMIENTO
n En principio se espera que mucha gente se recupere sin atención 
médica.                                                                                                           
n Se pueden tomar medicamentos sin aspirina, como (Tylenol®, Advil®, 
Motrin®, Nuprin®), para aliviar los síntomas. 
n Los antivirales generalmente se recetan a aquellas personas quienes 
estén hospitalizadas o que tengan un alto riesgo de complicaciones. 
Hay dos antivirales disponibles, (Tamiflu®) y zanamivir (Relenza®).
n  Una vacuna estará dispuesta este otoño. Sin embargo, el CDC 
recomienda la vacuna preferiblemente para ciertos grupos de 
población: las mujeres embarazadas, personas que vivan con o 
cuiden a bebés menores de 6 meses, personal médico, personas 
entre 6 meses y 24 años, y personas entre 25 y 64 años que tengan 
un alto riesgo de contraer la gripe H1N1.
PREVENTION
n  Wash hands often with soap. Effective disinfectants 
include chlorine and hydrogen peroxide, and disinfec-
tant wipes and gels containing alcohol.
n Cover nose and mouth with a tissue when coughing or 
sneezing. 
n Wash surfaces of furniture, desks, door handles and other 
objects often, and air rooms with open doors and win-
dows. The virus can survive on surfaces of objects for two 
to eight hours.
n A person with the virus can transmit it to a healthy indi-
vidual a day before symptoms appear and up to seven 
days after he or she has contracted the illness. If ill, the 
CDC recommends staying home until 24 hours after 
fever has disappeared.
n Avoid kissing, shaking hands, close contact with people 
and sharing objects (glasses, silverware, etc.) typically in 
contact with saliva or other body fluids.
TREATMENT
n Many people are expected to recover from H1N1 flu with-
out medical attention.
n To relieve symptoms take medicines without aspirin, 
such as acetaminophen or ibuprofen.
nAntiviral drugs are generally prescribed to those admit-
ted to the hospital or to those with a high risk of suffering 
complications, including Tamiflu Relenza
n A vaccine will be made available to the public this Octo-
ber. However, the CDC recommends that this vaccine 
should be given to the following population groups: 
pregnant women, people who live with or care for 
babies under 6 months, medical personnel, people aged 
between 6 months old and 24 years old, and people aged 
between 25 and 64 years old who are at a high risk of 
contracting H1N1 flu. 
The Breeze has teamed up with the Department 
of Foreign Languages to provide JMU and the sur-
rounding community with tips for preventing and 
treating the H1N1 virus. The global pandemic has 
hit some college towns hard and these steps can 
help prevent its spread in Harrisonburg. After 
reading this paper please share it with the Latino 
community. You can return copies to The Breeze 
in Anthony-Seeger Hall. Students in practical 
Spanish courses will redistribute copies to our 
Spanish-speaking neighbors. 
En Español
Los estudiantes de Universidad de James 
Madison y los profesores de Idiomas Extranjeras 
quieren proveer la comunidad Latina de Harrison-
burg con información de prevención y tratamiento 
de Gripe H1N1. The Breeze reconoce los Latinos ser 
un parte muy importante de la comunidad y qui-
ere ayudar no solo nuestros estudiantes pero los 
hispanoblantes tambien. 
pAtricK HAGGerty/contributing photographer
Kelly lonerGAn/The Breeze
nABeelA HASAn/contributing photographer
Information/Información: CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), Atlanta, United 
States; the JMU Health Center; and the Spanish Ministry of Health and Social Policy, Madrid, 
Spain.
Department of Foreign Languages, Literatures & Cultures, JMU
Spanish text: Prof. Belkys Fernández-Torres
Translation: Prof. Kevin Costello
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The Best Value Combo
Dishes come with: 
   vegetable Lo Mein, Spring roll, 
   8oz Plain Fried Rice & 
     choice of soup: 
     Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot & Sour
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC3 Sweet & Sour Chicken
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
SC23 General Tso’s Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
Chinese Restaurant
1031 Port Republic Road
next to Food Lion
Free Delivery
Late Night
$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area
(540) 568-9899
Sun-Thu until 1am
Fri-Sat until 2am$7.35
Only Menu & Map found on
RoyalCab and Limo
We provide safe, curtious service with clean and new cars to all of our customers.
We are here 24/7 for your convenience to go anywhere you wish. 
We offer many discounts on cab, limosines, and van services. 
ank you for riding with Royal Cab and Limo!
540 ~ 438 ~ 7777
$1 Off with JACard (effective 9/18/09)
By Laura Grayson
contributing writer
At the end of a long, hard 
week, some students just want 
that letter from home to relieve 
their homesickness. However, 
for some, the simple task of pick-
ing up a letter has become an 
all-out battle against the mail-
boxes in Warren Hall. 
“It’s frustrating because I’ve 
had problems with my mailbox 
since day one,” said Sami Noble, 
a freshman social work and 
international affairs major. 
Tina Custer, customer oper-
ations manager for JMU Mail 
Services, explained that much 
of the problem stems from just 
having new students. 
“They are encountering new 
things everywhere they go,” 
Custer said. “The majority of new 
students have not ever utilized a 
post office or encountered mail-
boxes with combination locks.”
However, Jamie Herring 
works at the information desk 
in Warren Hall and sees students 
struggling constantly. 
“At least six people ask me for 
help with their mailboxes [on a 
daily basis],” Herring said. 
One such student is John Pric-
toe, a freshman English major. 
“[It took me] five minutes of 
attempting to open my mailbox 
before I finally asked for assis-
tance,” Prictoe said.  
Prictoe believes that the cause 
of this problem is the locks them-
selves, not the users.
“I’ve gone to get my mail-
box fixed twice and all [the post 
office workers] said was that 
it was only jammed, but I’m 
still having problems with it,” 
freshman Holly Smith said.
Custer explained that since the 
combination locks work oppo-
site of typical combinations, 
there is immediate confusion. 
“The mailbox lock requires 
that you make a final turn to the 
right after turning to your last 
number,” Custer said. “Many 
students miss this step and their 
lock will not open without it.”
Smith agreed that high school 
lockers were different than the 
locks here.
“For these locks you have to 
turn the lock in different direc-
tions and sometimes it gets 
confusing,” Smith said. 
According to Custer, out of the 
5,724 locks that are maintained, 
the post office has had to replace 
only two this year. 
To solve these problems, 
Custer said Mail Services hopes 
to teach new students during ori-
entation as well as have FROGS 
stationed near the mailboxes at 
the beginning of next year.
Locked-Up Letters
Students Voice 
Problems With 
Warren Hall’s 
Mailboxes
PauL Jones/The Breeze
Mail Services wants to teach students how to properly open the 
mailboxes during the beginning of next year. 
from page 3
to the demands of the trail and 
focused on developing their 
projects. 
Sophomore engineering 
major Alex Haney’s project 
focused on the history and 
development of the AT: from its 
conception by Benton McKaye, 
who hoped the area would be 
retreat for the miners and facto-
ry workers in the area, up to the 
present-day recreational use.
Senior international affairs 
major Meagan Clark studied 
the culture among the hiking 
community on the AT and the 
diverse backgrounds of hikers. 
“There’s a huge level of respect 
and connections between peo-
ple who most of the time don’t 
know each other,” Clark said 
during Tuesday’s presentation. 
“They’re most of the time able 
to connect because they all 
share a common goal of mov-
ing forward. There’s a big level 
of trust and companionship 
between hikers.”
Sophomore biotechnology 
major Sarah Lott studied the 
ecology of the trail. She said she 
followed Atkins’ advice to “slow 
down and get a chance to notice 
the different flora and fauna of 
the forest, and get a change to 
enjoy that.”
She said that within the sec-
tion the group hiked, there 
are more than 1,300 species of 
plants. 
“Only in the rainforest of 
South America is it possible to 
find a larger of number of spe-
cies of plants per acre that can 
be found in the Appalachians,” 
Lott said.
Among the trail’s unique 
plant life is the spider wort 
plant, which is a more sensitive 
detector of radiation than any 
available man-made equip-
ment. Lott also noticed how 
native species like deer adapt 
to increased human presence, 
grazing on roadsides, unaffect-
ed by cars or humans.
Sophomore English major 
Mat Cloak gave a presentation 
on the books students read, and 
Lisa Corey, a vocal music edu-
cation major, performed music 
composed by artists who spent 
time on the trail. 
The class most of all urged 
attendees of the event and 
members of the Sierra Club 
to go out and hike the AT for 
themselves and accumulate 
unique experiences of their 
own to share.
“Go out in hike!” Corey said 
at the end of her presentation, 
who had no hiking experience 
at all before the trip. “If I can do 
it, you can do it!” 
TraIL |  Students Urge Others to Hike  
Appalachian Trail Themselves
sGa | Bill-Submission Rules Changed 
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Martino said. “And while the Executive Council 
does a lot for us, and they are an important part 
of the organization, they are guests at our meet-
ing. Therefore, we as senators should be voting 
on our fellow senators’ absences. That passed 
unanimously within the committee.”
The second rule limited Finance Committee 
members to two absences from committee meet-
ings and/or senate meetings the entire year. 
“Finance is the one committee where we actu-
ally put a cap on the number of people that can 
be on the said committee,” Martino said. 
Since it deals with contingency funds, Martino 
said it’s “the go-to group for a lot of organizations 
on campus. And while every committee touches 
the school and community in some way, finance 
is the one dealing with money and things JMU 
clubs physically need and therefore it is perti-
nent that [senator] attendance be nothing less 
than perfect.”
A resolution to amend the constitution to par-
don students with academic conflicts from SGA 
meetings was removed from the agenda and not 
referred to any committees. 
The 2009-2010 Rules of the Senate passed unan-
imously after about 45 minutes of discussion.
Four resolutions about funds were referred to 
the finance committee: Latino Student Alliance, 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., JMU Astrono-
my Club and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Read The Breeze 
online at 
breezejmu.org
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runs the door opener. In other 
cases, it can take longer if parts 
must be ordered to complete a 
repair.”
Two years ago, ISAT had 
a ramp for its front entrance 
which was built to code for 
wheelchairs. However, Kates 
Ellis, a graduate student in 
occupational therapy, said this 
ramp wasn’t effective.
“It was still way too steep 
for anyone in a wheelchair to 
get up,” Ellis said. “There was 
a football student, very strong, 
but even he couldn’t get up the 
ramp.”
A slew of online petitions 
against the ISAT ramp soon 
followed. The ramp is no lon-
ger there, but students are 
still upset about handicap 
accessibility.
Several of Bluestone’s halls 
do not have a handicap acces-
sible main entrance. According 
to JMU’s disability map, there 
are no handicap accessible 
entrances in Jackson Hall, 
where several history and 
humanities classes are taught.
Most of these areas have side 
entrances, but Ellis feels this is 
not enough help.
“Our society has asked peo-
ple to use the side door before, 
and that’s been looked down 
upon in the last 30 years,” Ellis 
said, “but we still do it with 
people with special needs, 
which is belittling.”
A visit to the Village area 
reveals more concerns, with no 
handicap parking areas in six 
of the nine Village residences 
on campus. Some, like Huff-
man Hall and Garber Hall, 
have ramps that lead up to 
the entrances of the A and B 
sections; however, the Village 
does not have any elevator 
system, nor do they offer hand-
icap bathroom access in any of 
the dorms.
Mark Warner, vice president 
of Student Affairs, says resi-
dence halls were built to code 
at the immediate time of their 
construction.
“Although the Village doesn’t 
have accessibility, we do have 
halls with some accessibility,” 
Warner said. “With each new 
renovation, however, we try to 
make sure it’s up to full acces-
sibility code.”
Herge also expressed diffi-
culty in getting into Gibbons 
Hall, where D-hall and Market 
One are located.
“Market One doors were 
just awful,” Herge said. “I had 
to swing the door open and 
squeeze through while hold-
ing it with my crutch, it was 
very annoying.”
Schoolcraft believes Gibbons 
Hall’s doors are reasonably 
within convenience.
“There are a wide variety 
of doors that meet guidelines 
for accessibility. The techni-
cal guidelines are included in 
a variety of building codes,” 
Schoolcraft said.
The East Campus area has 
made most new buildings 
almost fully accessible for the 
disabled. Every residence hall, 
including the one under con-
struction, has an elevator and 
handicap parking.
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“Our society has asked people to use the 
side door before, and that’s been looked 
down upon in the last 30 years, but we still 
do it with people with special needs.”
— Kates ellis
graduate occupational therapy student
campus |  Market One Doors Difficult for Disabled
By amy passaretti
The Breeze
With the increasing presence 
of the H1N1 flu virus, Rock-
ingham Memorial Hospital 
will open a clinic offered to flu 
patients over the age of 4 years 
old.
According to Terri Huffman, 
director of Primary Care Ser-
vices, RMH is monitoring the 
situation and will be ready to 
open the clinic within 72 hours 
of word that it’s 
needed.
Staff in the 
emergency room 
“have been see-
ing quite a few 
cases of flu and 
influenza-like ill-
ness, and that is 
the reason that 
prompted us for 
thinking about 
the necessity of 
opening a flu-care 
center,” Huffman 
said.
The clinic will 
officially open if 
the amount of flu patients going 
to the emergency room exceeds 
the hospital’s ability to treat 
them in a reasonable time.
Since the emergency room 
should focus more on patients 
with heart attacks and strokes, 
according to Huffman, RMH 
hopes to have a place for people 
who come in with more acute 
illnesses.
Huffman said they try to keep 
people away from the emergen-
cy room who don’t have to be 
there.
“There’s just a general over-
whelming fatigue; you feel 
absolutely horrible and that is 
what usually drives people to 
the emergency room,” Huffman 
said. “And if it’s children, people 
also tend to react more on the 
side of caution.”
Huffman advises anyone with 
mild symptoms to avoid con-
tact with the public. Symptoms 
include fever, sore throat, cough, 
body aches, chills, fatigue and 
respiratory problems.  She also 
recommends following nor-
mal procedures such as taking 
anti-inflammatory medications 
and drinking lots of fluids. Most 
cases don’t warrant a trip to the 
emergency room, and she sug-
gests visiting a family physician 
if symptoms worsen.
The flu clinic will be open 
during times patients may not 
otherwise be able to receive 
treatment. 
“The flu clinic 
will be open dur-
ing peak times 
the emergency 
room is busy, and 
physicians offic-
es are typically 
closed during 
those hours, so 
were trying to 
dovetail those 
times of greater 
demand so we 
can provide ser-
vices,” Huffman 
said.
Hours will be 
Monday and Fri-
days from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. and 
Saturdays and Sundays from 3 
p.m. to 11 p.m. It is located in 
the Center for Corporate Health 
in the Spotswood Shopping 
Center.
The clinic will be staffed with 
RMH employees who are vol-
unteering to take on the extra 
hours.
“If we should reach critical 
masses or pandemic propor-
tions we may find it necessary 
to open up and have other pro-
viders come in and help out,” 
Huffman said.
A vaccine will become avail-
able as early as mid-October, 
but other treatments include 
oseltamivir and zanamivir, both 
anti-viral prescription medica-
tions suggested by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. 
Since it is said to be contagious, 
the CDC recommends limiting 
contact with people and wash-
ing hands often.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
Opening Clinic for H1N1 Patients
“You feel absolutely 
horrible and that 
is what usually 
drives people to 
the emergency 
room.” 
— terri Huffman
Director of Primary Care Services 
at RMHThe Washington Post
WASHINGTON — The dead-
ly U.S. military strike in Somalia 
this week, carried out by a team 
of commandos in helicopters, 
was designed to limit civilian 
casualties while targeting a Qai-
da-linked suspect, American 
officials said Tuesday.
A U.S. official familiar with 
details of the raid said the spe-
cial operations forces had 
tracked Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan 
for some time, but waited for 
him to move away from a popu-
lated area before attacking.
"We've all learned how 
important it is to avoid civil-
ian casualties," the official said. 
"In both counterinsurgency 
operations and specific coun-
ter-terrorism strikes, we have 
striven, particularly in recent 
months, to be as precise as 
possible."
The official spoke on the con-
dition of anonymity because 
the U.S. government is not pub-
licly acknowledging Monday's 
strike.
During the Bush adminis-
tration, the U.S. military struck 
at targets in Somalia sever-
al times with cruise missiles. 
Those strikes included one last 
year that was blamed for killing 
dozens of civilians and stirring 
anti-American sentiment.
President Sheik Sharif Sheik 
Ahmed, the leader of Somalia's 
transitional government, has 
urged the U.S. and African Union 
troops to use more precise tac-
tics and weapons in dealing with 
insurgents, Somali government 
officials said.
But Ahmed also has been 
calling upon the U.S. and other 
countries to assist him in defeat-
ing al-Shabab, an insurgent 
group in southern Somalia that 
has employed terrorist targets 
against the transitional govern-
ment. In May the U.S. provided 
more than 40 tons of weapons, 
enabling the government to 
launch an offensive against al-
Shabab this summer that retook 
several cities along the Ethiopi-
an border.
Nabhan was believed to be 
a Qaida cell leader as well as a 
leader of al-Shabab.
"The people of Somalia benefit 
and the American people bene-
fit by having this guy removed," 
the U.S. official said.
A Shabab commander, who 
also did not want to be identi-
fied, condemned the attack and 
called the U.S. "the enemy of 
God."
Special operation forces flew 
in helicopters and used .50-cali-
ber machine guns to destroy the 
vehicle Nabhan and his asso-
ciates were traveling in. The 
commandos touched down on 
the ground briefly to retrieve 
Nabhan's body.
Most officials in Somalia's 
transitional government were 
caught unaware by the U.S. 
attack and learned about it 
through news reports.
Witnesses said they saw at 
least four helicopters descend 
upon the militants' vehicle about 
150 kilometers south of Mogadi-
shu, the capital of Somalia, in an 
area long controlled by the Sha-
bab militia.
"They killed those onboard 
and took the bodies with them," 
said Mohamed Hassan, an elder 
in the village.
Al-Shabab become a major 
force in Somalia in 2006, when 
it provided the foot soldiers for 
the takeover of southern Soma-
lia by the Islamic Courts Union, 
an alliance of religious leaders. 
After Ethiopian troops defeated 
the courts union in December 
2006 and installed the transition-
al government in Mogadishu, 
al-Shabab fighters launched 
an insurgency, using roadside 
bombs and suicide attackers 
against government forces.
The militants called for a 
strict Islamic government and, 
in areas under their control, 
have imposed harsh religious 
rule, including public stonings 
and amputations. U.S. officials 
remain profoundly worried 
about a large swath of Somalia 
that remains out of government 
control. Officials said that they 
believe several important al-
Qaida leaders remain active in 
Somalia.
Somalian Strike Targeted Al-Queda Suspect
Feeling Sick?
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Dance& Company
Classical Ballet
Classic Jazz
Musical Stage Dance
Performance Skills
Irish Step Dance
Hip-Hop
Tap Dance
Modern Dance
Elementary Adult Ballet: Fri 5-6
Advanced Ballet & Pointe I/II: 
     Mon 4-5:30,Thurs 6:30-8
Advanced Ballet & Pointe: 
     Mon 6:30-8, Thurs 4-5:30
Beg. & Adv./Beg. Irish Step Dance: 
     Fri 4-5
Adv./Int. Irish Step Dance: Tues 6-7
Advanced Irish Step Technique: 
     Tues 7-8
Advanced Irish Step Dance: Tues 8-9
Advanced Jazz II: Wed 6-7
Advanced Jazz III: Tues 5-6
Beginning Elementary Adult 
     Musical Stage: Sat 2-3
Advanced Musical Stage II: 
     Mon 5:30-6:30
Advanced Musical Stage III: 
     Mon 8-9
Elementary Adult Modern Dance: 
     Mon 7-8
Advanced Modern Dance II: Wed 7-8
Advanced Modern Dance III: Wed 8-9
Elementary Teen/Adult Hip-Hop: 
     Thurs 8-9
Advanced Hip-Hop II: Tues 4-5
Advanced Hip-Hop III: Tues 8-9
Elementary Teen/Adult Hip-Hop: 
     Thurs 8-9
Advanced Hip-Hop II: Tues 4-5
Advanced Hip-Hop III: Tues 8-9
Beyond Basic Acting (ages 12+): 
     Sat 11:30-12:30
Choral Training (ages 12+):
     Sat 12:30-1:30
An easy 6-block walk from campus!
115 South Main Street
Call us today at (540) 433-7127
Now Registering!
SOUNDS TOUGH!
ACROSS
1 Big -
4 “Stop, sailor!”
9 James of “Misery”
13 Swashbuckling novelist
18 Grand - Opry
19 Actress Berger
20 Mournful music
21 “F Troop” corporal
22 Start of a remark by Milton Berle
24 Mid-size band
25 “Andrea - ”
26 Costa -
27 “Family Feud" host
29 Division word
31 Aachen article
32 Basilica feature
34 Part 2 of remark
38 TV's “General -”
42 Like some sheep
43 Part of HOMES
44 Inclined
45 Senator  urmond
47 “Waking - Devine” ('98  lm)
49 Wee serving
52 Composer Schifrin
54 Circus performer
57 Put on a pedestal
61 Soft tissue
63 Tangle
64 Damage
65 Actress Ward
66 Baseball's Boudreau
68 Enchilada alternative
70 “Trinity” author
72 Neighbor of Wyo.
73 Obeys the dentist
77 Part 3 of remark
78 ’80s Joe Penny series
80 Crank’s comment
81 Skater Lipinski
82 Noun su  x
84 Sundown, to Shelley
85 Actor Arkin
87 See 106 Across
88 “Love Train” group
91  ick of things
95 Denizen
97 Geological phenomenon
99  e Chipmunks, e.g.
100 Comic Carvey
101 Galena, for one
103 -- -ski party
105 Priest's robe
106 With 87 Across, type of liqueur
109 Merit
112 - blanket
114 Part 4 of remark
118 Well-informed
119 “So that’s your game!”
120 Non owering plant
121 “ e Addams Family” uncle
125 Does Little work
128 Croc’s kin
131 Chateau valley
133 End of remark
135 Wear away
136 Computer key
137 “ e Lady -” (-79  lm)
138 Child welfare org.
139 Rock's Meisner
140 Stocking stu ers?
141 Dispositions
142 “ e Bells” monogram
DOWN
1 Physicist Niels
2 “ e Time Machine” people
3 English port
4 Simile center
5 Feud
6 Novelist Seton
7 Pack
8 Homeric characters
9 Pres. Clinton, e.g.
10 Performer
11 Actor's actor?
12 Irritate
13 Rigoletto, to Gilda
14 Actor Tognazzi
15 - Gras
16 Sharon of Israel
17 Trap
20 “Tiny Bubbles” singer
23 Comics’ “Andy -”
28 He gives a hoot
30 “- the  elds we go ...”
33 Slangy sib
35 Ain't right?
36 Extensive
37 Toast start
38 Grapefruit serving
39 October birthstone
40 Curved lines
41 Forsaken
46 Ditch under 
a drawbridge
48 Object
50 Change for the better
51 Brawl
53 Sonja Henie’s 
birthplace
55 Acts like an ass?
56 Spirits
58 Amritsar attire
59 Nonsense
60 Smidgen
62  row a party
67 Custom
69 Message board?
71 Goblet part
73 Lost luster
74 - apso
75 Gray or Moran
76 - Domingo
79 “What’s - for me?”
80 Candy quantity
83 Spotted rodent
86 Belarusian city
89 Puppy protests
90 Withered
92 Downspout
93 Bank deposit?
94 “Twelfth Night” role
96 Spanish surrealist
97 Equipment
98 Happened again
102 Heal a rift
104 Eat in the evening
107 Right - the bat
108 A hole near the sole
110 Allude (to)
111 Dundee denial
113 Loud laugh
114 Bet
115 “Pal Joey” author
116 Boca -, FL
117 Maine town
122 Willowy
123 Baseball's Martinez
124 Spanish river
126 “I could - horse!”
127 Break suddenly
129 Eccentric
130 Curious George’s 
creator
132 Musical syllables
134 Pitches
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  , a -year-old program that has donated more 
than a million books to prison inmates in Virginia, was shut down last 
month after state corrections o  cials claimed “security risks were 
too great and the in ux of books created too much busy work for cor-
rection’s o  cers,” according to Wednesday’s issue of  e Washington 
Post. 
 e program, started by the Quest Institute, a Charlottesville-based 
nonpro t organization, gives inmates the opportunity to request books 
of their choice, since prison libraries often have a limited selection. 
After protests from the program’s supporters and a heartfelt letter 
from Books Behind Bars founder Kay Allison, the program has been 
resumed. 
 e so-called security concerns centered around the potential 
for contraband entering the prisons via the books. Two reported 
accounts of this took place, when volunteers overlooked a CD pack-
aged inside a textbook and a paper clip, but neither item landed in 
the hands of an inmate. While one can imagine the possible uses 
of these items as weapons, was this really enough to shut down the 
entire program?
Since corrections facilities are designed to rehabilitate and pre-
pare inmates for reentry to society, removing their available literature 
sti es this goal.  e restoration of the program will allow inmates to 
continue broadening their knowledge of topics of their choice, thus 
allowing for a better education and higher literacy rates. 
When it comes to bettering the lives of inmates and conse-
quently, society as a whole, it’s a shame the abolition of the 
program happened in the  rst place.
E D I T O R I A L
Banned No More
An “I-hope-you-feel-better” 
pat to the boy in line at Starbucks 
who, when asked what variety tea 
he would liked, answered “the 
feel-better  avor.”
From a sympathetic onlooker 
who knows the power of a good 
cup of tea.
An “elementary,-my-dear-
Watson” pat to the guy walking 
around campus smoking a pipe.
From a car full of admirers 
who love your classy ways.
A “hey-man,-nice-couch” pat 
to the guy who bought it from me 
for $.
From the dude that found it at 
a dumpster and sold it to you.
A “don’t-lick-anything!” pat to 
my health-conscious friend who 
helped lead the crusade against 
swine  u at his st birthday 
meurkfest. 
From your friend who also 
knows mo’ swine, mo’ problems.
An “I-think-I’ve-got-the-
black-lung” dart to the girl in my 
art class who smells like a bowling 
alley and is complaining of a cold.
From a concerned pre-med 
student prematurely diagnosing 
you with emphysema.
A “little-too-cautious” dart to 
the girl on campus wearing a seat 
belt as an actual belt. 
From someone who realizes 
that seat belts only work in cars.
A “read-the-signs” dart to all 
students who complain about 
their parking tickets.
From a Parking Services 
employee who hopes you’re just 
stupid, not illiterate.
A “thought-they-were-
extinct” dart to -proof 
alcohol.
From the kid who woke up 
next to something that looked 
like a woolly mammoth because 
of you.
DARTS & PATS ARE ANONYMOUSLY SUBMITTED AND PRINTED ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS.
SUBMISSIONS CREATIVELY DEPICT A GIVEN SITUATION, PERSON OR EVENT AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE TRUTH.
breezejmu.org» SUBMIT DARTS & PATS
DARTS PATS
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through letters and guest columns.
Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest Columns must be no more than 550 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work.
Opinions expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student (or year of graduation),
professional title (if applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
editorial
policies
The Breeze   |   MSC 6805 G1   |   Anthony-Seeger Hall   |   Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com   |   540-568-3846
It’s funny to say this in this feel-
good, politically correct age. People 
demand public apologies more than 
ever, but I  rmly believe we, as a soci-
ety, don’t apologize enough. It would 
be wrong to describe it as a lost art, 
because it is in 
fact becoming 
an art: perfunc-
tory, shallow, 
re f l e x i v e  o r 
otherwise, our 
apologies are 
ritualized 
o r  b e c o m e 
afterthoughts. 
I admit that this column began 
after I  nally heard about what every 
Facebook fanatic and preteen in the 
country already knew about: Kanye 
West’s upstaging of Taylor Swift at 
Sunday’s MTV Video Music Awards. It 
wasn’t Mr. West’s symbolic bitchslap 
of Miss Swift that got me; it was his 
all-too-easy apology. First a blog post 
styled like a shout out, complete with 
an exclamation mark assuring us he 
was, indeed, “sooooo sorry.” Then 
again on Leno, then again on his blog. 
Swift, when asked Tuesday about the 
incident on “ e View” (that most esti-
mable of salons) remarked that West 
hadn’t called her to apologize. That 
night, he did, and she accepted. 
This isn’t about West, really. This 
wasn’t much of a surprise coming 
from the self-proclaimed “voice of a 
generation,” whose musical catalogue 
contains songs titled “Can’t Tell Me 
Nothing.” For him, it’s a case of vanity 
gone too far, or a chip on his shoulder 
that never went away or the alcohol he 
drank before that moment on stage. 
Outrageous, yes, but it makes one 
think about how we seem to have 
more of a problem than usual with 
apologies. A sizeable portion of the 
country politically refuses to “apolo-
gize for America.” Our partisan battles 
royal can make one forget the inap-
propriateness of what’s said every 
day. Celebrities now operate under the 
assumption that their talent or person-
ality excuses crudeness, and there are 
an increasing number of assured souls 
who, in their swagger and  air, mistake 
concession for weakness, an apology 
for a white  ag. 
When I say we have a problem with 
apologies, that isn’t to say we don’t 
make them. Consider, though, ones 
you have made or received lately. 
Weren’t they a little… easy, empty, 
rushed?  ink not only of quantity but 
quality as well. 
We’re taught from a young age to say 
you’re sorry, yet this is usually done by 
awkwardly prodding young kids to say 
it, as if the act itself were enough. In 
the philosophy of language, this is an 
example of a “performative utterance” 
— a statement which, when spoken 
under a certain set of conditions, form 
an action or a promise.  ere are, after 
all, only two ways in the English lan-
guage to apologize: “I apologize” or 
“I am sorry” — the words count as 
the action of apologizing. British phi-
losopher of language J.L. Austin, in 
speaking of performative utterances, 
maintained that they are neither true 
nor untrue, but rather they are validat-
ed by certain conditions — in this case, 
that you really mean it and you want to 
resolve issues you may have. 
In an age where both written and 
oral communication su er, this is easy 
to forget. It is so easy to append “I’m 
sorry” to the end of an e-mail and fol-
low up with a face-to-face “Like I said, 
I’m really sorry.”  is seems to dispose 
of the matter before it festers, but such 
quick and sparse apologies neglect 
larger issues. 
Consider Congressman Joe Wilson’s 
rash outburst during the President’s 
health care address last Wednesday. 
He apologized, but he got his  min-
utes, a near-million in donations and 
grassroots support nevertheless. His 
rudeness spawned an outcry, it gave the 
movement T-shirts. Not surprisingly, 
his sentiments still echo even after his 
publicly-focused apology. 
To apologize too quickly, too imper-
sonally and with nothing else said 
misses the point.  ree words don’t 
help you move on, it’s the engagement 
of two people and a frank, heartfelt 
discussion that helps you forgive and 
forget. 
Public examples are plentiful, but 
this is also a problem of our generation 
at large; our creed is rightly noted as 
one of entitlement and self-empower-
ment to a fault.  is makes admission 
of misdeeds a hard thing to do.  e 
technological aspect is all the more 
obvious on a college campus, with 
Facebook messages and texting o er-
ing a convenient alternative to owning 
up in person. 
To err is human, to forgive is divine 
and to apologize — soulfully and 
without reluctance to actually engage 
beyond “I’m sorry” — well, that’s 
something we need to work on.
Whitten Maher is a senior political 
science and media arts & design major 
and design editor at  e Breeze.
We’re Not Sorry, Really:  e American Apology
Despite the ‘green’ ambition of the 
new Starbucks in Carrier Library, it 
seems that this addition will do more 
to eclipse the university’s reputation 
as an educational institution than any 
before.  e commercialization of our 
library — the soul of academia — is 
inappropriate, unnecessary and noth-
ing short of offensive to the goals of 
education. While the convenience of 
the new location has done wonders for 
many lethargic students in need of caf-
feine, it is no doubt at the expense of 
something in nitely more important: a 
digni ed learning environment.
What should always be a place where 
one can  nd solitude free of corporate 
pollution has now been turned into a 
pretentious coffee shop. The recent 
installation is a  rst- oor invitation to 
the Carrier café to those co ee-lovers 
who, in many cases, have not the slight-
est interest in what happens in a library. 
According to Stephanie Hoshower, 
the director of JMU Dining Services, 
the Carrier installation was made in 
response to student surveys indicat-
ing the need for a co ee solution in the 
library. 
Have students forgotten about Ein-
stein Bros. Bagels or the Java City in 
Market One or the Starbucks in Top 
Dog ? All of these locations provide cof-
fee and are no less than  feet from 
the door of Carrier Library. Supposing 
that convenience was of paramount 
importance, I see no reason why Din-
ing Services could not have simply 
installed co ee dispensers in Carrier, 
like those in ISAT and Memorial Hall, 
to satisfy students. If we absolutely do 
need a co ee shop in the library, why 
must it be a corporate chain like Star-
bucks and not, say, a local business?
Perhaps more disconcerting is the 
message this decision communicates, 
not only to students and faculty but to 
every person who visits this campus. To 
install a commercial enterprise within 
the walls of the most sacred of educa-
tional buildings is painfully indicative of 
this university’s approach toward learn-
ing.  at is, the interests of business 
supersede those of students’ education 
and academic well-being. 
Even if the decision was made in faith 
to the student surveys, which is to say 
that even if the majority of students did 
want a Starbucks in the library, it would 
seem that this raises the most impor-
tant question of all: How do we students 
understand our own education and 
the atmosphere of our learning envi-
ronment? Is it the ingratiating — albeit 
saccharine — Dining Services that make 
this place bearable?
My point is not that the library is the 
only place to learn, or even that cof-
fee should not be served inside it, but 
rather the corporate business model is 
in ltrating our educational space — and 
indeed undermining us as students — 
all in an attempt to sell its product. We 
are now, perhaps o  cially, customers, 
not students. Nothing communicates 
the deprived and impoverished state of 
the public university more than a Star-
bucks in the library.
It is astounding to think that JMU, the 
same school that never fails to point out 
its national rankings, would make such 
a  agrant move. Students are not here 
to serve corporate interest, and it would 
seem that if there is ever a time to resist 
commercial charm it is on the grounds 
of a liberal arts university. Students 
have the rest of their lives to subscribe 
to this lifestyle. For the time being, it is 
amazing that JMU would even pretend 
to have academic interests in mind with 
this unsightly penetrating corporate 
stain on its reputation.
Seth Binsted is a senior media arts 
& design and philosophy major and 
photo editor at  e Breeze.
S E T H  B I N S T E D  |   e Breeze
 e Branding of Education 
W H I T T E N  M A H E R  |  gadfl y
 ree words don’t help you move on, it’s ... a frank, heartfelt 
discussion that helps you forgive and forget. 
Students study outside the recent Starbucks addition to the fi rst fl oor of Carrier Library. The new coffee shop has been met with 
mixed responses by students. Some believe the business creates a distraction in a learning environment.
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“To the press alone, chequered as it is 
with abuses, the world is indebted 
for all the triumphs which have been 
gained by reason and humanity over 
error and oppression.”
—  , 
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
EDITORIAL BOARD
Tim Chapman, Adrienne Goldberg, Elizabeth Baugh,
Seth Binsted & Whitten Maher
WANT MORE OPINION?
John Scott addresses a confusing clause in Sunchase’s policies, page 8  
HOLLY FOURNIER/The Breeze
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Guitarist Ian Collins Performs at 6pm
Dance Party with DJ Peter at 10pm
Come check out our new menu!
$5 after 10pm
18+ may enter before 10pm*
“There’ ll be laughin’ & singin’ & music swingin’
And dancin’ in the streets...”
Thursday Nights at... 
1588 South Main Street
(540) 442-7166
Mardi Gras Night!
Ladies 21 & up in F REE before 10:30
Every Thursday
Regular Rail Drinks $4
Natural Light Pitchers $4 1 of our famous Cajun egg rolls, 2 mozzarella sticks, 2 jumbo onion rings, 2 chicken tenders
Served w/ honey mustard & our spicy dipping sauce
Bourbon Sampler $4.49
*Bourbon Street is exceedingly strict about underage drinkingSee the full menu online at www.thebourb.com
Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)
Just South on Rt. 11
Hours: Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6
2 Exciting Corn Mazes   Pedal Car Track for all Ages
Petting Zoo   Tumble Tubes
For senior Ashton Brown, hanging a large 
Bob McDonnell banner from her Sunchase 
apartment balcony was merely a way for her 
to participate in the political process.
For Sunchase, however, Brown was vio-
lating the “unsightly furniture” clause in the 
apartment complex’s policies manual. Sun-
chase left a note on Brown’s apartment door 
informing her that the banner was violating 
one of their policies, which reads: “Unsightly 
furniture, kegs, trash, laundry, towels, blan-
kets, clothes, etc. are not to be stored on the 
balcony or left in the breezeways or property 
common areas.”
Shortly after hearing this, I personally 
drove around the Sunchase complex hoping 
not to find anything that violated the policy 
in question. Sure enough, I saw at least seven 
apartments with balconies displaying tow-
els, clothes or beer pong tables.
Brown said she was confused about the 
situation because she was under the impres-
sion she could hang the banner, especially 
because she had checked her lease under 
instruction from the Republican party head-
quarters and had not interpreted the clause 
to include political banners.
Three business days after Brown received 
the note on her apartment door, she 
answered a phone call from the property 
manager, who informed Brown that if she 
didn’t have the banner off by 5 p.m., her 
parents would be sent an eviction the next 
day. The note never mentioned that, nor the 
possibility of Brown being evicted from her 
apartment.
Brown immediately removed the banner 
from her balcony. She asked the proper-
ty manager why there was such an issue 
with it, since nothing was mentioned of her 
“unsightly” beer pong table, which had been 
out there since Oct. 2008. In response, the 
property manager told Brown she was lucky 
she had not received an eviction notice ear-
lier concerning the beer pong table. Instead, 
Sunchase deemed the banner “unsight-
ly furniture,” claiming it was “large and 
obscene.”
At best, Sunchase inconsistently enforces 
the policy, possibly because it is for the most 
part unwarranted and ridiculous. At worst, 
Sunchase puts itself at risk of looking politi-
cally prejudiced. 
I beg someone to please explain how a 
professionally printed McDonnell banner is 
obscene. Perhaps obscene to only the most 
die-hard of Creigh Deeds fans, but mind you, 
these signs and banners are all over the state 
of Virginia. We aren’t talking about KKK or 
Nazi propaganda, we are talking about sig-
nage for a gubernatorial candidate who is 
ahead by at least 10 points in most polls.
With that said, consider two points:
1. Just because you have the 
power to do something, doesn’t 
mean you should do it.
Restraint is far more powerful than action 
itself. Was the McDonnell banner devaluing 
the property? Absolutely not. I don’t think 
the Republican party headquarters would 
lend out unprofessional or low-quality ban-
ners to its constituents. So if the banner 
wasn’t an eye sore, what is the point of reg-
ulating the use of banners?
2. Write what you mean.
If Sunchase truly feels that it must regulate 
every single product placed on its balconies, 
I hope the time is taken to revise the policy 
in question for next year. Instead of broadly 
interpreting the current clause and surpris-
ing tenants with the best intentions with 
eviction threats, I encourage the manage-
ment of Sunchase to sit down and explicitly 
write what it wants prohibited from their 
balconies.  
When I moved out of Sunchase this 
summer, I knew I would miss living there. 
However, after this story was brought to my 
attention I could not help but look at my for-
mer residence with disdain. It is my sincerest 
hope that Sunchase will reverse the deci-
sion and allow high-quality banners, such 
as the one Miss Brown had, to be hung on 
balconies.
John Scott is a senior writing, rhetoric & 
technical communication major.
No Free Speech in Sunchase
J O h N  S c O t t  |  contributing writer
The Obama administration should do 
away with the color-coded, terror-alert sys-
tem instead of trying to tweak it.
After a 60-day review of the current 
system, a special task force is expected 
to recommend reducing the number of 
colors, according to an article by the Asso-
ciated Press.
Besides not following the natural color 
spectrum, the color-coded system is 
unnecessary and arbitrary. What purpose 
could a color-alert possibly serve? Are 
there people who decide not to leave the 
house when the terror rainbow moves from 
yellow to orange?
Not only is the task force expected to rec-
ommend making ineffectual changes to an 
already broken system, they are expected 
to recommend that the federal government 
hire more people to manage it.
Color us confused.
If the government wants to alert the pub-
lic about a possible or impending attack, 
they can do so with words, not colors.
A system that can influence the country's 
collective anxiety without explanation is a 
potentially dangerous, almost Orwellian, 
political tool that should be nixed.
Columbia University academic Brigitte 
L. Nacos published a study that showed a 
direct correlation between increases in the 
terror level and former President George 
W. Bush's approval ratings in 2006. No 
other president should be able to wield 
such power with a vague system that has 
no published criteria for its threat levels.
Terror-alert color codes' only utility is 
that of political manipulation. The system 
does nothing to protect Americans and 
only hinders public understanding of the 
complex issues that make up homeland 
security.
Editorial Board, Independent Florida 
Alligator, University of Florida
Do Away With the ‘Terror Rainbow”
Resident was forced to remove banner supporting gubernatorial candidate 
Bob McDonnell due to a clause in the complex’s policies manual
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By Vincent castellano
contributing writer
She may not be a household name- 
yet, but Cassie Potler has already 
established herself as a writer to be 
reckoned with. A senior at JMU, she 
has been selected as a writer for a new 
online magazine called Her Campus. 
Potler is no stranger to the world 
of written communication. She is a 
SMAD major who has studied abroad 
in Ireland and interned with major 
publications such as Bridal Guide 
magazine, in New York City, and 
Girls’ Life magazine, in Baltimore. She 
is working on a concentration in print 
journalism as well as a minor in stu-
dio art. 
Finding a writing opportunity takes 
patience and precision. Potler is con-
stantly surfing the Internet in search 
of her next job. That is precisely how 
she came across Her Campus. 
“I’m always looking for a way to 
build my portfolio and gain experi-
ence in my field,” Potler said.
In order to get a position with Her 
Campus, Potler had to submit a résu-
mé and three samples of her work. 
The second round involved develop-
ing pitches for potential articles. After 
numerous days spent compulsive-
ly checking her inbox, Potler finally 
received an e-mail informing her that 
she had been selected to write for Her 
Campus.
“I felt honored and excited to be 
considered at the same caliber as 
writers from schools such as Cornell, 
Yale and Penn State,” Potler said.
Many people would be quivering 
with anxiety if their work was posted 
on the Internet for all to view.
 “I was a little nervous, but after I 
started writing the articles, I became 
more confident. The founders did an 
excellent job of selecting content,” 
Potler said.
It all started with an entry in Har-
vard's business plan competition. 
The Web site placed first in the con-
test last spring and was officially 
published Wednesday. Harvard 
students, Stephanie Kaplan, Annie 
Wang and Windsor Hanger founded 
the magazine. HerCampus.com is a 
place where college women can read, 
write and blog about issues that are of 
special significance to them. 
The magazine’s topics include 
style, health, love, dormlife, career 
and world. Though HerCampus.com 
focuses on female readers, both sexes 
can appreciate the content. 
An article researched and writ-
ten by the JMU student is featured 
in the first issue. It is a story about 
the Hunger Project and it involved 
an interview with the president and 
CEO Lester. 
Potler said, “Jill Lester is the most 
powerful and influential person I 
have ever interviewed. I was told we 
would only be able to speak for 10 
minutes, but we ended up talking for 
over 20.”
The Hunger Project is a nonprof-
it organization working for gender 
equality in underdeveloped coun-
tries. The organization hopes to 
educate people so they can solve their 
own hunger crises. 
“It is important for us to stay 
informed about issues our world is 
facing,” Potler said. 
While Potler enjoys covering seri-
ous humanitarian topics, she also 
has a column that will cover fashion 
and will feature a new designer every 
month. 
Though she has many achieve-
ments, Potler remains humble and 
approachable. When she’s not writ-
ing, Potler enjoys “Fantasy Football.” 
She considers herself to be a diehard 
fan of the Baltimore Ravens and 
grilled cheese Thursdays at Top Dog.
The online magazine’s goal is to 
provide aspiring journalists with an 
outlet to display their work, as well 
as sharing information with the 
public. 
Said Potler: “Her Campus is a place 
where people our age can read about 
our world, written in our language.”
By Brandon Hyman and 
Parissa ZecHer
contributing writers
“Hate: It’s taught.”
The short, commanding statement was seen 
on posters around campus promoting the Hate 
Crimes Vigil, “Giving A Voice to Those Silenced 
by Hate,” hosted by Madison Equality on Tuesday 
night. 
A small group of around 45 people went to 
Grafton-Stovall Theater to view “Journey to a Hate-
Free Millennium,” and to hear poems and stories 
from students affected by hate. The film present-
ed the stories of hate crimes including those of 
the families of students killed in the Columbine 
shootings and the murder of Wyoming teenager 
Matthew Shepard.
Technical difficulties throughout the film did 
not distract from the night’s key event where 
students, including the club’s vice president, 
sophomore Ricky Buffington, shared stories and 
thoughts about hate and its effects. 
Buffington’s poem, “The Transmutation of Hate 
into Love,” served as a theme for the vigil.
“Be the difference, be the change,” Buffington 
read from the poem, “One thing that is constant 
between love and hate is change.”
Madison Equality’s event coordinator, sopho-
more Marjorie Cook, had high hopes for this year’s 
event.
“For this event I was going for an individu-
al basis… to give [people] a sort of medium to 
express themselves and speak out against hate,” 
Cook said. 
Candles lit a path from Grafton-Stovall to Gib-
bons Hall for the concluding vigil.
The vigil brought conversation from the 30 
remaining attendees. Those left discussed recent 
and local expressions of hate such as the violent 
April 2009 assault of a UVA student and his guest 
by a group uttering homophobic slurs. 
The discussion prompted freshman Pablo 
Moulden to divulge recent frustration and 
anger caused by his hallmates who con-
tinue to lash at him and his roommate with
see Hate, page 10
All right Kanye West, we get it: You 
dropped out of college. You have titled 
three of your four albums in reference 
to it, and the 
“School Spirit” 
skits on your first 
CD essentially 
implied college 
was only going 
to lead to a job at 
the Gap. What an 
insightful obser-
vation, Kanye! 
Let’s all drop out 
of college; I’m 
sure it’ll work out for us just like it did for 
you! With that said, do you really need to 
prove how much of an uneducated idiot 
you are by continually acting like a com-
plete jackass on national television?
If you happened to miss it, MTV’s Video 
Music Awards were on Sunday night. 
Beyoncé and Taylor Swift, among others, 
were both up for Best Female video. Taylor 
Swift came out on top, claiming her first 
VMA ever. She went on stage, accepted her 
award, began her speech, and before she 
knew it, Kanye had already grabbed the 
microphone from her to let everyone know 
how he felt: “Yo, Taylor, I’m really happy 
for you — I’m gonna let you finish — but 
Beyoncé had one of the best videos of all 
time. One of the best videos of all time!”
If anyone deserved to have their moment 
taken away from them so Kanye could 
speak his mind, it’s Taylor Swift. Her album, 
“Fearless,” only topped the Billboard charts 
for 11 consecutive weeks, something that 
hasn’t occurred since 1999-2000. We were 
all waiting for someone to knock that wildly 
talented and successful 19-year-old off of 
her high horse. Who does she think she is, 
actually having a genuine singing voice? 
She should have just auto-tuned it up and 
pretended she could sing for an entire 
album, right Kanye?
But it’s OK, because Kanye is just being 
real! Kanye apologized in his blog with 
an articulate, well thought-out explana-
tion: “Well you know!!!! I’m still happy for 
Taylor!!!! Boooyaaawwww!!!!! You are very 
very talented!!!! I gave my awards to Outkast 
when they deserved it over me… that’s what 
it is!!!!!!!!! I’m not crazy y’all, I’m just real, 
sorry for that!!!! I really feel bad for Taylor 
and I’m sincerely sorry!!!! Much respect!!!!!!” 
Are you sure you didn’t finish college, 
Kanye? This doesn’t look like a child wrote 
it at all!
Kanye has recently blamed his rude 
behavior on the death of his mother two 
years ago. That is obviously a terrible thing 
to go through, and I’m not going to poke 
fun at it, but Kanye was acting like this 
long before that tragedy. We all remem-
ber him claiming that George Bush didn’t 
care about black people during a Hurri-
cane Katrina fundraiser in 2005, and after 
losing during the 2006 MTV Europe Music 
Awards, he climbed on stage in a similar 
fashion and said “If I don't win, the award 
show loses credibility." More recently, after 
going home empty-handed during the 2007 
VMAs, Kanye flipped out backstage and 
yelled, "Give a black man a chance! That's 
two years in a row!”
All of this makes me wonder how low 
Kanye West will go. On Monday, America 
lost Patrick Swayze, a great actor, person 
and star of the undisputed best surfing/
bank robbing film of all time, “Point Break.” 
I wouldn’t be surprised if Kanye broke into 
the memorial service and said, “I’ll let you 
all finish, but Michael Jackson had one of 
the best deaths of all time!” 
After writing this last joke, my editor 
informed me that a similar one was on a 
Web site called textsfromlastnight.com, 
something I have never heard of. After 
checking it out, I now understand why 
everyone’s Facebook status has numbers in 
front of them sometimes, and those num-
bers are actually area codes. I am dumb.
michael larrick is a senior media arts & 
design major and humor columnist at The 
Breeze.
m i c H a e l  l a r r i c k | 
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Student Makes Mark With HerCampus.com
courtesy of lei roBinson
(Top) Romaine Patterson, best friend of Matthew Shepard, mourns at a memorial for him in a promotional image for the film “Journey to a Hate-Free Millennium.” 
(Above) Freshman Jenn Longo shares her hate crime experience. The incident involved a coworker who was being rude about her sexuality. Personal stories such as 
this were shared Tuesday night at the Hate Crimes Vigil hosted by Madison Equality. The event featured the film and ended with a candlelight vigil. More than 40 
students attended, and most remained after the event to discuss personal issues. 
courtesy of Brent scarPo
How 
Could You 
Be So 
Heartless?
What have you overheard this week? submit to overheard @ JMU » breezejmu.org
Vigil Addresses Hate Crimes
Through Actions of Awareness
courtesy of cassie Potler
Senior Cassie Potler writes both 
humanitarian pieces and a fashion 
column for HerCampus.com. 
“Her Campus is a place 
where people our age 
can read about our 
world, written in our 
language.”
— cassie Potler
senior
what’s hot
what’s not
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‘The September Issue’ Takes a 
Look at Vogue’s Wintour
Harvard Crimson
(Harvard University)
Among the capricious fashion 
cognoscenti, tastemakers can 
command respect and recog-
nition for half a season or half a 
century. The once fabulous, now 
floundering House of Halston 
struggles to recapture its Studio 
54 panache, while Chanel’s Karl 
Lagerfield still woos critics with 
slightly tweaked versions of a 
flapper’s little black dress.
Despite the rapid flux of the 
industry, R.J. Cutler — director 
and executive producer of “The 
September Issue” — has man-
aged to capture and eternalize 
an iconic moment in fashion 
history, and with it, an intimate 
look at the foremost fashionista 
of past 20 years. Amid fashion’s 
pop cultural boom, awash with 
reality television shows and 
mediocre celebrity clothing 
lines, Cutler managed to wriggle 
his way into the offices of Vogue 
— the last bastion of classic lux-
ury journalism — to chronicle 
the creation of a single issue in 
his new documentary.
At the helm of this extraor-
dinarily influential monthly 
fashion tome is editor-in-chief 
Anna Wintour. Her ubiquitous 
sunglasses and the withering 
glare behind them provided fod-
der for “The Devil Wears Prada.” 
Yet “The September Issue” 
showcases a witty, driven busi-
nesswoman with a demanding 
work ethic, not unlike that of 
Cutler himself.
“My training was fair-
ly intensive,” Cutler recalls of 
his involvement in the arts 
at Harvard during the ’80s. 
Working towards a special con-
centration in Dramatic Theory 
and Literature, he cut his teeth 
as a director in a number of 
campus productions. “I direct-
ed a play or two every semester 
that I was an undergraduate,” he 
recalls. “And then after I gradu-
ated, I worked at the American 
Repertory Theater and taught at 
the Institute for Advanced The-
ater Training [during] its very 
first year.”
Further postgraduate endeav-
ors led Cutler to produce “The 
War Room” — a documentary 
directed by D.A. Pennebaker 
and Chris Hegedus about Bill 
Clinton’s 1992 presidential cam-
paign — followed by a string of 
other producing credits, includ-
ing “Thin,” a 2006 documentary 
focusing on the rehabilitation 
of women with life-threatening 
eating disorders.
While the production of a 
magazine hawking $4,000 wool 
coats may seem like something 
of a departure from Cutler’s 
more serious subject matter, he 
insists that the industry is worth 
exploring.
“I’m really just telling stories 
about people,” he says. “Anna 
was a subject who struck my 
curiosity. [She’s] a remarkable 
figure not only in the fash-
ion world, but in the business 
world.”
Aside from directorial and 
executive decisions meted out 
with even-toned precision, Cut-
ler goes behind the shades to 
delve into Wintour’s personal 
life with interviews and visits to 
her home. “I was very clear from 
moment one that I was there to 
tell the story about Anna, what 
she does, how she does it, and 
who she does it with,” Cutler says. 
“But she knew that I was interest-
ed in who she was a person.” 
The film also focuses on 
Wintour’s infamous profes-
sional relationship with creative 
director Grace Coddington, a 
fire-haired industry veteran who 
harbors enough warmth and 
emotion to fend off nearly all of 
her co-worker’s stinging barbs.
Exercising “complete creative 
control” over the project, Cut-
ler and his crew spent months 
in and around the Vogue offices 
during preparation for the Sep-
tember 2007 issue, which tipped 
the scales to become the largest 
magazine in history at over four 
pounds. The Fashion Bible’s 
glossy cover invited readers to 
partake in “840 pages of fearless 
fashion,” featuring a coquettish 
Sienna Miller clad in a feathered 
gown, her hair swept back in a 
severe, piecey bun.
“The industry was thriving, 
and everybody knew the indus-
try was thriving,” Cutler notes of 
his time spent at Vogue. Since 
the publication of that sarto-
rial magnum opus, the nearly 
120-year-old magazine has suf-
fered a downturn in size and ad 
pages, making “The September 
Issue” seem like an unknow-
ingly somber look at an era of 
excess gone by.
Cutler insists that the osten-
tatious wealth was not a focal 
point during filming. “I think 
one of the things the film suc-
ceeds at doing is showing the 
incredibly hard work and art-
istry that is pervasive through 
the industry, even while it has 
a frivolous side,” he says. “If you 
were thinking about the cycles 
of boom and bust, you imagined 
that there would be a downturn 
at some time, but it’s not like 
people were smoking hundred-
dollar bills.”
Like the ebb and flow of 
Vogue’s parent company Conde 
Nast’s bank accounts, it’s clear 
that Cutler’s newfound fashion 
industry fame will eventually 
wane. Even as he promotes “The 
September Issue” across the 
globe — backed by Wintour’s 
own support — he is already 
thinking ahead to future film 
projects, though he confesses 
to a certain lingering fascina-
tion with the glamorous life. “I 
remain curious about the work 
that [the Vogue editors] do, as 
well as this industry that I’ve 
come to know so well.” Such is 
the enduring allure of Vogue, 
which seems destined to pre-
serve its relevance through 
whatever straits lay ahead.
The Breeze is looking for a dedicated and aspiring photographer ready 
to assume the role of Photo Editor. Apply online at joblink.jmu.edu
Hate |  Madison Equality Attempts to 
Raise Awareness and ‘Un-Teach’ Hate
from page 9
offensive slurs even after he 
had filled out an incident doc-
umentation form (IDOC).  
Moulden plans to help bring 
an LGBT liaison task force to 
Harrisonburg like the one in 
the D.C. area to help define 
hate crimes more clearly 
and protect those harmed by 
them. 
Although attendance in 
previous years never reached 
more than 10, Cook knew she 
had to reach a wider audience 
this year.  These hate incidents 
“fueled me to want to make 
this bigger,” she said. 
“Personally I haven’t been a 
victim of a hate crime… [But] 
my sister actually is a victim 
of bullying and hate at school, 
and my sister is my best friend, 
so that affects me very much.”
“Is this what we have come 
to?” Cook asked the audience 
after discussing her sister’s 
problems.
Freshman Kelly Soderberg, 
a media arts & design major, 
wants to spread awareness 
beyond JMU. 
“I want to make films like 
‘Boys Don’t Cry,’ ” said Soder-
berg speaking about one of the 
many films depicting hate and 
its effects. 
Soderberg plans to trans-
fer schools to pursue a career 
in filmmaking because she 
believes that hate is taught, a 
theme which was used for the 
event’s poster. 
“By committing a hate crime 
you teach others that it’s OK,” 
Cook said. She believes that 
the best thing individuals can 
do to stop hate is to discuss it 
openly and directly address it 
when it happens. 
“Whenever I hear someone 
use the ‘N’ word, or they call an 
Asian person a derogatory term 
I always, always say ‘No, you 
don’t use that term in public. 
You don’t use that term ever.’” 
Soderberg pointed out how-
ever, that many attendees were 
already members of Madison 
Equality and are “tolerant, love 
and peace people,” not those 
who have yet to be educated.
“The people who need to be 
here aren’t.”
Cook wants to have even 
more individuals speaking on 
stage next year so more people 
can identify with the stories. 
 “This is just the beginning of 
our journey to eradicate hate,” 
she said. 
The Breeze-O-Meter
In our constant quest to keep students informed, the Life section of 
The Breeze has created a “Breeze-O-Meter” to measure the latest 
trends. Here’s what’s “hot” and “not” this week:
Jimmy Carter Visiting
Jaywalking tickets
Swing Dance Club
Football Season
Off-campus fighting
Socks with sandals
Grace Street closed
Games
This Week
Football»
VmI @ JmU
Saturday, 6:00 p.m.
Field hockey»
michigan state @ JmU
Saturday, 1:00 p.m.
american @ JmU
Sunday, 1:00 p.m.
Women’s lacrosse»
alumni @ JmU
Saturday, 12:00  p.m.
men’s soccer»
Penn state @ JmU
Sunday, 2:00 p.m.
sports editors: amy gwaltney & dan lobdell  |  breezesports@gmail.com Thursday, September 17, 2009 11
keydets march into bridgeforth
By LaUra sTanLey
contributing writer
Starting today, a group of Virgin-
ia Military Institute cadets and James 
Madison University ROTC cadets will 
march the football game ball from 
Lexington to Harrisonburg in time for 
kick-off Saturday.
The 60-mile hike is the product of 
a combined effort between VMI and 
JMU to honor men and women in ser-
vice around the Shenandoah Valley. It 
will begin today and take place over the 
next three days.
“The reason we are doing it now is 
because two army ROTC departments 
came together to honor the service men 
and women now across the world. In 
the past we have not done it, but we 
decided it would be an awesome time 
to start,” Capt. Brandon Lindsey said.
Lindsey, currently a campus recruit-
er at JMU, graduated from VMI before 
serving multiple tours overseas. Supply-
inging the connection between the two 
schools, his project quickly developed.
“They wanted to utilize the football 
game to promote camaraderie and the 
whole army value based system,” VMI 
cadet Matt Zurlo said.
The march is strictly voluntary, but it 
is considered an honor to participate. 
The group is made up mostly of juniors 
and seniors who are required to have a 
2.5 grade point average and a score of 
250 or more on the army physical fit-
ness test.  
Despite the high standards, everyone 
who volunteered to march met or sur-
passed the requirements. 
“Usually when you have people who 
go above and beyond in a call like this 
are excelling elsewhere,” Lindsay said . 
“It is an honor. We would not have any-
one that was struggling when it came 
to physical fitness or missing classes or 
something like that.”
“Something like this does not hap-
pen often. It will be great to be a part 
of it. It is an honor and I am excited,” 
said JMU student Cadet Kristal Harps, 
who will be marching with the Duke 
Battalion.
About 20 students participating will 
break up into smaller groups. Five will 
march for an entire day, and pass off 
the ball to another group the follow-
ing day.
The cadets will be marching along 
Route 11, with support vans at every 
three miles to provide food and water. 
If it rains or the weather gets bad, “we 
will just tough it out,” Lindsey said.
The first group of five will depart 
Thursday morning from Lexington and 
finish at McCormick’s Farm, owned by 
Virginia Tech, to camp over night.
Day two will begin the next morn-
ing when another group of five cadets 
march the game ball from McCor-
mick’s Farm to Verona Volunteer Fire 
Department, where the firefighters are 
providing a meal and a place to stay.
On Saturday, the last group of cadets 
will march the ball 20 miles to Bridge-
forth Stadium in time for food at a 
tailgate before the game.
Before kickoff, everyone who partici-
pated will be called onto the field, and a 
cadet from VMI and a cadet from JMU 
will hand a ball over to the referees.
The march was created to show 
honor and admiration for the men and 
women who are serving in the military. 
The universities do not want students to 
forget about the people who serve our 
country.
“I think it is really awesome that two 
schools can come together as one for 
such a noble cause” freshman Meg 
Jordan said. “I was on Facebook when 
I saw the event publicized. It really 
touched me to know that this kind of 
stuff goes on.”
“The overall purpose is to honor the 
sacrifice of the service men and women 
around the world. We are trying to show 
that there are cadets in college and at 
VMI and JMU who still honor those in 
service. Its kind of a commemorative 
thing and making a statement about 
that,” Zurlo said.
Home
Cookin’
JMU’s home-opener comes with 
great excitement for the thousands of 
Dukes fans out there, but the game itself 
is a bit of a formality. Ask anyone who 
has followed 
Madison since 
the national 
championship 
season of 2004, 
and they’ll tell 
you that JMU is 
one of the best 
teams in the 
country year-
after-year.
That trend is no different this sea-
son, as the Dukes are No. 7 in both The 
Sports Network and the coaches’ poll 
and came as close as they ever have to 
beating a FBS team in the Mickey Mat-
thews era, losing 38-35 in overtime at 
Maryland on Saturday.
But if they want to duplicate the 
magic of 2004, they’ll have to do it with 
an unusual schedule that features three 
games against Colonial Athletic Associ-
ation South division teams coming off 
bye weeks.
Sure, the team is used to playing half 
its games every season at Bridgeforth 
and practicing there most days, but this 
isn’t about the field itself. This is about 
the atmosphere at this year’s games.
Although the team is not thinking 
of those games yet, let’s fast forward 
to Oct. 10. Current No. 1 and defend-
ing national champion Richmond will 
roll into Bridgeforth on Family Week-
end with an extra week to heal up and 
prepare for Madison. This is the worst 
possible scenario for the Dukes.
As if that wasn’t bad enough, the 
administration has also taken steps to 
curb tailgating. Stopping under aged 
drinking is admirable, but it will come 
with the los of louder, crazier and more 
boisterous fans. Especially against the 
Spiders, a game that starts at noon. 
Since about a third of that crowd will 
be parents who aren’t used to stand-
ing for an entire game, the crowd will 
be much quieter and less rowdy than 
usual. JMU will most likely need to win 
this game if it wants to make its fourth 
consecutive playoff appearance, but on 
Family Weekend, it will be essentially a 
neutral field for the Spiders. 
There’s a precedent of what to expect 
from that game. Two years ago, JMU 
played Richmond on homecoming and 
lost in heartbreaking fashion, 17-16. 
That game also started at noon and 
featured a typically subpar homecom-
ing crowd
This year, homecoming is against Vil-
lanova at 3:30 p.m. Fans will have more 
time to tailgate and should be a better 
crowd, until the alumni start checking 
their watches and filing out in the sec-
ond half so they can either start drinking 
again or beat the traffic home. Another 
iffy game against one of the best teams 
in the country.
If JMU loses either of those games, it 
will be hard pressed to make the play-
offs. And with its next two opponents 
at Delaware and William & Mary, also 
see HOme, page 13
By mIcHaeL Demsky
contributing writer
As the conference schedule 
approaches, Madison men’s soccer 
may have its biggest test yet, Big Ten 
foe Penn State (4-1-0) Sunday at JMU. 
Amidst a three-game winning streak in 
which they have outscored opponents 
6-0, the team feels more than ready to 
take on the physical Nittany Lions.
Veterans and freshmen alike have all 
contributed heavily to the Dukes’ suc-
cess on both ends of the field. On the 
defensive side of the ball senior captain 
Jonathan Smithgall has anchored a 
group that has given up a mere two 
goals in 360 minutes of play.
“Smitty is our leader in the back 
defensively,” JMU coach Tom Martin 
said. “He has been for a couple years 
because of his competitiveness and 
tough defending.”
The gritty Smithgall believes chem-
istry has been the key to Madison’s 
success thus far. 
He and his backline mates are pre-
pared to face the biggest front line the 
Dukes have faced yet in Penn State. 
The Nittany Lions have already scored 
13 goals through their first five games 
with their sole loss coming in overtime 
to Cal State-Fullerton two weeks ago.
“I expect a physical, physical game. I 
love it,” Smithgall said. “They’re a very 
good team, and we’re ready for it. Big 
Ten teams generally play a physical 
game, and I think we’re all excited for 
that.”
On the other side of the ball, the 
JMU front line deserves credit of their 
own. Junior forwards CJ Sapong and 
Kieron Rice have combined with fresh-
man Paul Wyatt to create matchup 
problems for several opponents. On a 
line of seasoned veterans, it has been 
Wyatt who has emerged this season as 
a breakout player.
“We look for Paul, as we do for a lot 
of people up front, to help out with 
the scoring and take some pressure 
off CJ, and he’s done just that,” Mar-
tin said.
The freshman out of Modbury, Eng-
land has started all four games while 
scoring two goals, good enough for sec-
ond on the squad. His success comes 
despite a head injury suffered in the 
see sOccer, page 13
Da n  LO B D e LL
it’s only a game
do you notice cultural differences 
between Virginia and hawaii?
The food is definitely different, and 
I live more in the city area so it’s 
totally different from that.
Where is your favorite place to eat 
on campus?
E-hall
What is your favorite sports team?
The Pittsburgh Steelers
What are you studying/what do you 
want to do after?
Sports management, but after col-
lege I want to turn pro, but if that 
doesn’t work I have my major to fall 
back on.
Who is your favorite golfer?
Tiger Woods or Jim Furyk
What got you into golf and at what 
age?
My dad actually made me golf in 
the beginning, around age 11. Then I 
started liking it and stuck with it.
do you have any pre-match rituals 
that help you focus?
Listening to upbeat music.
What will be the biggest challenge 
this season?
Just keeping my mental game 
in check, I want to try to get to 
the NCAA’s with my team or 
individually.
Meet the 
Player
nicole 
sakamoto
Women’s Golf
sophomore, sports management
honolulu, hawaii
81
81
Lexington
Harrisonburg
250
250
Big Ten Test: Dukes vs. Lions at Home 
J M U - V M I  S c o U t I n g  r e p o rt
rush deFense
The Dukes’ held FBS 
Maryland to 3.8 yards-
per-carry on 32 rushing 
attempts, which bodes well 
against a VMI team that 
runs the ball 90 percent of 
the time.
PassinG Game
Madison attempted 19 pass 
plays against the Terps. 
JMU has an opportunity to 
open up its passing game 
against a secondary that 
gave up two touchdowns to 
Robert Morris.
soPhomore starter
Pat Williams stepped up 
in his first career game at 
linebacker, leading JMU 
10 tackles and a sack. His 
assignment this week will 
be to contain VMI’s triple-
option wishbone attack.
rush oFFense
The Keydets had the No. 
1 rushing offense in the 
Football Championship 
Subdivision a year ago and 
return eight of their top 
nine rushers.
mr. Versatility
Tim Maypray is the 
Big South’s preseason 
Offensive Player of the Year 
as a quarterback, but had 
an 86-yard kickoff return 
against JMU in 2007.
home Field adVantaGe
VMI has never beaten 
JMU at home, losing by 
an average of 31.3 points 
since 1999, when Mickey 
Matthews took over at 
Madison. 
ROTC Agreement Brings JMU and VMI Together to Walk Game Ball from Lexington to Harrisonburg 
rOBerT BOaG/The Breeze
tight end mike caussin scored two touchdowns against maryland. left: rotc cadets 
will march the 60 miles between lexington and harrisonburg with the game ball.
Picks of the Week» LOOk InsIDe TO see eDITOr 
PIcks Of THe TOP fOOTBaLL Games fOr THe Week
PaGe 13
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soccer |  ‘Toughest Game So Far’
DaviD casterline/ The Breeze
Freshman forward Paul Wyatt was sidelined in the second half of the 
Richmond game Sept. 6 due to a head injury. 
from page 11
coming off bye weeks before 
playing JMU, expect both teams 
to be ready to avenge losses 
from last year.
As for the VMI game, the 
crowd will usually be loud 
and streamers will be thrown 
around like confetti after every 
touchdown. But anyone who 
thinks that VMI has a chance, 
no matter where the game is 
played, is fooling themselves.
In essence, it’s a wasted 
home game. Which is not a 
knock on the football team. 
They’ve earned the right to beat 
up on teams like that. But the 
outcome would be similar on 
the road.
Now we come to the only 
game where the Dukes will most 
likely have a distinct home-field 
advantage, the Nov. 7 game 
against Maine. The Black Bears 
will not be coming off a bye 
week, it’s a Colonial Athletic 
Association game and Maine 
will most likely be national-
ly ranked and traveling more 
than 10 hours to Harrisonburg. 
So the crowd should be out in 
full force, right?
Not if the team has four or 
more losses, knocking it out of 
the playoff hunt. 
And the last game is against 
Towson, who hasn’t beaten JMU 
since roughly before Jimmy 
himself was president.
If Madison manages to fight 
through all of these deterrents 
and makes the playoffs, it won’t 
even have a home playoff game 
to look forward to. The schedule 
on the stadium renovation is 
so tight that construction will 
begin the day after the Towson 
game. Don’t fret though, the 
national championship was 
won without the aid of a home 
game. 
After watching JMU come this 
close to knocking off a decent 
ACC squad in Maryland, I fully 
expect them to be in the playoff 
hunt late into November. 
But don’t expect Mickey 
Matthews to be clicking red 
bedazzled heels together and 
wishing, “there’s no place like 
home, there’s no place like 
home,” because this season, 
there isn’t one. 
Dan lobdell is a sophomore 
media arts & design major and  
sports editor at The Breeze.
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Richmond game, required more 
than a dozen stitches. His British 
upbringing has well prepared 
him for tough match-ups like the 
team he will face this Sunday.
“The main difference over in 
England is that it is more physi-
cal, and I think that has helped 
really,” Wyatt said. “We proved 
against Duke we can give the 
best teams a challenge so I don’t 
see any reason we can’t win this 
game and go ahead and prove 
ourselves a little more.”
With chemistry and confi-
dence peaking for the Dukes, it 
is clear they are looking forward 
to their match against a national 
power.
“They’ll be very good, proba-
bly a top 15 to 20 team, they’ll be 
very big, very good technically, 
very deep,” Martin said. “It may 
very well be our toughest game 
so far.”
Judging by the way the Dukes 
have handled themselves on 
the pitch the last few games, the 
toughest game so far may not be 
tough enough. 
HoMe |  Games Wasted With Quiet 
Crowds Due to 2009 Football Schedule
Jessica DoDDs/ The Breeze
Freshman back Courtney Versfeld joined the JMU field hockey team from Bulawayo, 
Zimbabwe. Her older sister, Baillie Versfeld, also joined the team as assistant coach in the 
Spring. The 13th-ranked Dukes will play Michigan State and American this weekend on 
Saturday and Sunday, respectively. The team is 3-2 for the season since its opener Aug. 29.
JMU Field Hockey To Face 
Michigan State and American
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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JIU-JITSU AS SELF DEFENSE! 
Class $25  1pm-2:30pm Sept. 
26.Bring ad get $10 OFF! More 
info www.harrisonburgdojo.com 
(540) 433-7300
SCUBA DIVING 
CERTIFICATION $350 Total. 
JMU Students/Faculty/Staff. 
Classroom & Pool Training $200. 
Local Open Water Certiﬁ cation 
Dives $150. Two weekend 
format. (540) 433-3337
HUNTERS RIDGE 
TOWNHOME 4 BDRM 
Attn:Parents End Unit, Great 
Shape, Leased 09-10 School 
Year 
$144,900 Century21 Call Mike 
820-8408
DUPLEX FOR SALE 
S T U D E N T S - P E R F E C T 
INVESTMENT FOR 
MOM & DAD. ALL 
BRICK EXTERIOR(NO 
MAINTENANCE), PRIVATE 
SETTING, 2 BEDRM WITH 
FULL BATH IN EACH, 2 
(1/2) BATHS, FIREPLACE, 
POOL TABLE, HOT TUB 
IN SCREENED IN PORCH, 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. LOW 
$200,000. SERIOUS LOOKERS 
ONLY (540) 478-3342
BLINK-182 TICKETS = 2 
Friday, October 2, 2009
Verizon Center - VA Beach
GREAT SEATS in Section 203
$58 each Email: rhylton@
bridgewater.edu or Call (after 5 
p.m.): (540) 249-5769
LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT 1341 Walker Street, 
rent $450, available now, call(540) 
433-1879
LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT Great location 
with W/D, AC, no pets. www.
dogwoodcommons.com $525, 
(540) 433-1569
30 DAYS FREE RENT Sublease a 
great apartment at North 38 and get 
the ﬁ rst 30 days rent free! Available 
immediately. 703-389-3681 or 703-
273-7966 or bushd@arentfox.com.
A WILDLIFE/NATURAL 
RESOURCE research ﬁ rm is hiring 
professional, reliable employees 
to conduct telephone research 
surveys (NO SALES). Part-time 
or full-time available; open 7 days, 
evening hours; schedule may vary 
slightly based on project needs; 
must work alternate weekends; 
Apply at Responsive Management 
130 Franklin St.. EOE; (www.
responsivemanagement.com), 
(540) 432-1888
MODELS $12/hour: Nude models 
needed for art classes. Part-time 
work. No experience necessary. 
Classes meet at the Studio Center 
Mon/Wed 10:45am-2:15pm and 
Tu/Th 6:00-9:30pm and other 
times. Contact Dymph DeWild at 
dewilddg@jmu.edu.
BARTENDING $300/ 
POTENTIAL NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY. TRAINING 
AVAILABLE 1-800-965-6520 
EXT212
“MAKING A DIFFERENCE” 
Part time Youth Development 
Professional M-F 2:00-6:30pm 
must have experience working with 
youth send resume to mcarter@
bgchr.org (540) 434-6060
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: 
Make $5-$25 per survey. 
GetPaidToThink.com.
NURSES AVAILABLE Do you 
have State of Virginia Anthem 
Insurance? Do you have a Home 
Nursing need? We provide LPN’s 
and RN’s for children and adults. 
Ventilator, Trachostomy and 
Feeding Tube Care. Call CareFree 
Home Health 434-9898 or visit us 
on line carefreehomehealth.com 
(540) 434-9898
HORSEBACK RIDING Horses 
for leasing, lessons. Boarding 
available. Show riders especially 
sought. (540) 833 2311
(540) 434-6060 JMU -- Come and 
join us Friday morning to kick 
off Parents Weekend with a golf 
tournament that supports the Boys 
and Girls Club of Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County.
LOOK FOR 
BREAKING NEWS, 
DEVELOPING STORIES,
WEB EXCLUSIVES, PHOTO 
SLIDESHOWS, VIDEOS AND 
MORE ATbreezejmu.org
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
HORSEBACK private Arab not 
public stable 2 hr/weekly lease $85 
month farm riding 30 min JMU 
experienced riders only (540) 718-
6552
STUDENTS TO HELP on horse 
farm in exchange for lessons & 
riding privileges. 30 min. from 
JMU. Opportunity to show and 
foxhunt. Flexible hrs. 828-3223 or 
elkstables.com
Advertise with us!
Get a classifi eds ad!
breezejmu.org/classifi eds
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ASHBY CROSSING
FOREST HILLS
SOUTHVIEW
SUNCHASE
COPPER BEECH
STONE GATE
CHARLESTON TOWNES
THE COMMONS
THE MILL
PHEASANT RUN
FOX HILLS
HUNTER’S RIDGE
SQUIRE HILL
Mapping Off-Campus Living
VALLEY 
MALL
HARRISONBURG 
CROSSING
CAMPUS:
QUAD, VILLAGE,
LAKESIDE, HILLSIDE
FOREST HILLS 
MANOR
URBAN EXCHANGE
A visual breakdown of 
Harrisonburg with off-campus 
complexes highlighted. 
Includes those featured in 
this guide and others.
APARTMENTS
TOWNHOMES/CONDOS
*areas are approximate and do not
refl ect exact property boundaries
NORTH 38
THE PARK 
APARTMENTS
CAMPUS:
ISAT, SKYLINE,
FESTIVAL,E-HALL
So
ut
h M
ain
 St
ree
t
Port Republic Road
Ne
ff A
ven
ue Reservoir Street
University Bo
ulevard
Cantrell Avenue
I-81
Route 33
/East Market Street
DOWNTOWN &
COURT SQUARE
865 EAST
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To earn the iTunes Downloads, perform  
the following each cycle:
?? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ?????????????
*Earn iTunes® download refunds up to $9.90 with initial account opening regardless of qualiﬁcations. Earn up 
to $4.95 in iTunes® download refunds each cycle the minimum qualiﬁcations are met. If you do not meet the 
qualiﬁcations per cycle, your account will still function as a free checking account; however, it will not receive 
ATM refunds or iTunes® refunds for that time period. No minimum balance required; however, you must deposit 
a minimum of $10 to open this account. Available to personal accounts only. **ATM fee refunds up to $5 per item, 
$25 per cycle. REALTunes™ and REWARDChecking™ are trademarks of BancVue, Ltd.  iTunes is a trademark 
of Apple, Inc.  The program is not endorsed by iTunes® or Apple® nor is there is any actual or implied joint 
venture, partnership or relationship of any kind between the Bank and Apple’s® iTunes®.
www.FMBMyTunes.com
???? MyTunes ????????
Patent Pending, BancVue, Ltd.
?????10 iTunes® Downloads when you sign up
??????5 iTunes® Downloads per month*
??????ATM Fee Refunds Nationwide**
??? ????????????????? ??? ???????????
?????????????????? 
??????????????????
?????????????????????????? 
????????????
Ph: 433-0112
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Student Living Options Around Harrisonburg
4 bedrooms/2 baths
Rates: $405 — $415 
Off-street parking
Washer & dryer
Courts for sand volleyball, basketball and tennis
Swimming pool
Call (540) 432-1001 for more information
 1, 2, 3 and 4-bedroom apartments
Rates: $495 — $750
Trash chute on every floor
24-hour fitness center
Rooftop terrace with wet bar, plasma TV screen and lounge area
Reserved parking per bedroom
Deposit $250, application fee $50, administration fee $150
 Call (540) 442-8885  for more information
4 bedrooms/4.5 baths
Unfurnished: $460
Furnished: $495
Three-story floor plan
2,100 sq. feet of living space
Walk-in closets
2 laundry rooms
Call 540-434-5150 for more information
cHArLeStOn tOwnHOmeS
4 bedrooms/2 baths 
Rates: $385-405 
Utilities included
1194 sq. feet of living space
Fully furnished
Washer & dryer 
$25 application fee, $25 administration fee and $75 security deposit
 Call (540) 438-3835 for more information
tHe cOmmOnS
ASHby crOSSing
865 eASt
Adrienne gOLdberg/file photo
Amy gwALtney/file photo
dAvid CAsterLine/file photo
cOpper beecH
1, 2, 3 and 4-bedroom townhouses
Rates: $470 — $700
Can be furnished or unfurnished
Exercise facility
Game room
Pool
Two tanning beds
Will offer one row of pet-friendly houses for 2010-2011
Call (540) 438-0401 for more information
dAvid CAsterLine/file photo
niCki metCALf/file photo
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learn well + live well
STANDARD TEXT RATES APPLY
540.432.0600 | 1070 LOIS LN | TEXT SOUTHVIEW TO 47464
southviewjm.com
all-inclusive student living
private bedrooms & bathrooms
for fall 2010
apply today
 Adult Magazines    Novelties    Assorted Licensed Zippo’s    Body Jewelry
     New Grateful Dead    Other Assorted Gift Ideas    Candles, Tins    
       Large Selection of the Best Incense In Town    
  Now Have Box Lingerie in o/s & Plus size    Kama Sutra    Tapestries
Adult Book Store and More...
30 South Main St.   l  Harrisonburg, Virginia  l  540.433.3366
Open Mon-Sat 10am-9pm - Closed Sundays
.. .
.
. .
.
We Carry Over 50 Hookah Flavors and Now Pre Mixed Flavors... They're Great!
1,000s of DVDs to choose from... Too Many to List
Just Stop In to Say Hi and Check Us Out! 
Please Have Valid ID - Must be 18 or Older We Have a Little Something for Everyone 18 and Above!
Pamela’s Secrets
3051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-6403
Pamelassecrets.com
Adult Boutique    Novelty Store
 Please Have Valid ID 
*Must Be 18 or Older*
Lingerie
Magazines
Gift 
  Certificates
Wigs
Adult 
  Novelties
Kama Sutra
DVD/VHS 
  Sales
DVD Rentals
Shoes
Insense
Mon-Thurs 10am-9pm
Fri-Sat 10am-10pm
Sun 12pm-7pm
Hours:
Mac’s Automotive
220 Waterman Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
Special student discount
5% off labor and parts
540.442.6227
We service domestic & all Asian 
models along with a/c work.
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 $480 (rates for 2009-2010)
Security deposit of $300
 Call (540) 433-2279 for more information
4 bedroom
Unfurnished: $460
Furnished: $495
Call (540) 432-5525 for more information
4 bedrooms/4 baths for $545
3 bedrooms/3 baths for $515 
Includes 32” flat panel TV
24-hour clubhouse access
Tanning beds, fitness center, grills, hammocks, pool and heated spa
 Call (540) 298-6545 for more information
Need More Choices?
fox hills towNhoMes
forest hills MaNor
North 38
4 bedrooms/2.5 baths
Unfurnished: $340
Furnished: $360
Call (540) 801-0660 for more information
pheasaNt ruN towNhoMes
DAviD LOnnQuest/file photo
Amy GwALtney/file photo
JessiCA DODDs/file photo
ADrienne GOLDberG/file photo
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F I N A L L Y
S O M E T H I N G  T O
DANCE ABOUT
12 Month Lease — GET ONE MONTH FREE!*
10 Month Lease — Savings up to $440
  5 Month Lease — Savings up to $1,690
* 1 Month Free offer good for 2010-2011 year only.
Call today   540-432-1001 
and ask about our 12–10–5 LEASING OPTIONS!
Your Life, Your Choice, Your Ashby! 
Visit www.ashbycrossing.com
Ashby Crossing
I N T R O D U C E S
FLEX-LEASING
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4 bedrooms/4.5 baths 
Rates: $469 — $479
$75 deposit
Clubhouse pictured
 Call (540) 442-4496 for more information
And Some More Choices
Stone gAte
4 bedrooms/2 baths 
Rates: $370 — $385
Does not include electricity; includes water, Internet and cable
Call (540) 438-3322 for more information
the Mill ApArtMentS
4 bedrooms/4 baths
Rates: $450 — $464
Includes all utilities
Call (540) 432-0600 for more information
Southview
4 bedrooms/4 baths
$350 special for remaining rooms in 2009
Rates include water, sewage and trash
$30 application fee, $100 security deposit and $215 restoration fee
24-hour fitness center and business center
Call (540) 442-4800 for more information
SunChASe
Squire hill ApArtMentS
1 bedroom: $449
2 bedroom: $299 per person or $599 on one lease
3 bedroom: $700
(Rates for 2009-2010) 
Call (540) 434-2220 for more information
JessiCA DODDs/file photo
ADrienne gOLDberg/file photo
Amy gwALtney/file photo
Amy gwALtney/file photo
DAviD LOnnquest/file photo
Some apartment complexes 
were not included in this guide 
because of unavailability of 
infomation.
Katie King contributed to this 
compilation.
  
Page Missing 
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No one gets through college without sharing a living 
space for at least one year. We hit campus to find out what 
students are looking for, and hoping to avoid, in a roommate.
What Makes a Good 
ROOmmAte?
“Me and my roommates 
decided to live together 
because we’ve all been 
friends since freshman 
year.”
DAnA peLOsi, 
a junior in the Commons
“It’s good to have similar 
interests and to be able 
to  relate to that person, 
in terms of whatever 
you’re going through and 
with your own schedule.”
Jess miLLeR,
a grad student living with six other girls
“Someone with whom 
you feel comfortable 
performing your daily 
routine, no matter what 
it is... And someone who 
knows a lot of girls.” 
miLes CAmpbeLL,
a freshman planning  to live off-campus
“A good roommate makes 
it comfortable to lay 
down certain rules so it’s 
not awkward to talk about 
things. They should also 
have the same partying 
habits as you.”
nAtALie mAnCini, 
a sophomore in Stone Gate
“You don’t want to have 
a messy roommate, 
someone who’s really 
clingy, or someone 
who never leaves the 
apartment.” 
pAtRiCk WiLLiAms, 
a sophomore in North 38
“Someone who  has the 
same personality, habits 
and pet peeves as you.”
tRACy CARteR,
a sophomore planning to live off-campus
“I wouldn’t want my 
roommates to smell 
bad, not pick up after 
themselves, eat other 
people’s food or be really 
loud.”
pAtRiCk kunz, 
a senior in Stone Gate
phOtOs (AbOve) by sheLby bALLOu/contributing photographer phOtOs (AbOve) by tORie FOsteR/contributing photographer
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Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available
Happy Hour
Appetizer Specials
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers     Chicken
Hotdogs             Po Boy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Mon&Thurs   Wings - 35 c
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday/Sunday
crablegs 13.99/lb
Wed Oysters
Raw or Steamed
7.00/Doz (after 4pm)
30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week 11am - 2am
433 - 9874
By nAtALie striCkLAnd
contributing writer 
Ashby Crossing Apartments has a new offer-
ing this year: a five-month lease. The new lease 
is part of Ashby’s effort to update the apart-
ments by giving tenants more flexibility and to 
compete with other apartment complexes that 
have renovated or added other features. 
According to Ashby employee Savan-
nah Bolin, the five-month lease is Ashby’s 
response to better accommodate, specifical-
ly, students who leave Harrisonburg for the 
summer or need to rent an apartment for only 
one semester. Bolin said seniors who graduate 
in December and transfer students are most 
likely to take up the offer in order to avoid 
the difficulty of subleasing a regular 10 to 12 
month lease. 
“They’re not bound to a lease for 11 and a half 
months, just five,” said Jennifer Summers, the 
Ashby assistant manager.
The monthly costs for the lease are $550 for 
an apartment on the first floor, $555 for the sec-
ond floor and $560 for the third floor.
Summers said Ashby has already received 
calls about the five-month lease. Because it is 
so new and most students already have leases, 
Ashby does not expect anyone to start signing 
for the five-month lease until next year.
Ashby resident Caitelyn Bredeman said she 
expects interest in the five-month lease from 
students with internships and in study abroad 
programs. Bredeman, who needs to sublease 
during her Spring semester while she is study-
ing abroad in Spain, said she wished she had 
signed a five-month lease. 
“I wish I had gotten it,” Bredeman said. “I 
hadn’t even heard of it.”
Can’t Find Someone to Sublet? Try a Five-Month Lease
New Lease Terms Available at Ashby Crossing 
Target Students Who Cannot Commit to Full Year
At least $150 more than the regular monthly rent for an Ashby apartment, the five-month leasing 
option offers tenants convenience and flexibility.
dAvid CAsterLine/ file photo
“I wish I had gotten it... I 
hadn’t even heard of it.”
— CAiteLyn BredemAn
Ashby resident
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Experience the Thrill 
of the 'Chase!
We offer 4 Bedroom/4 Bathroom
individual leased apartments.
The Clubhouse is 5400 sqaure feet of fun!
Complete with big screen TV, 
 stereo system, and game tables.
Open till Midnight everyday
You can reserve it for private get togethers!
Few rooms are 
still available today
1941 Sunchase Drive.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-442-4800
www.sunchase.net  
Contact us Today!
Check out the amenities
LIKE OUR POOL 
AND FITNESS CENTER!
LOOK FOR 
BREAKING NEWS, DEVELOPING 
STORIES, WEB EXCLUSIVES, PHOTO 
SLIDESHOWS, VIDEOS AND MORE 
AT breezejmu.org
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You Can Choose
ski or snowboard,
visit the indoor 
waterpark, or golf.
Any Sunday
through june
buy one
get one
FREE
Ski, WaterPark, and Golf
it will be the trifecta!
Valid one time through June 1, 2010. Cannot be 
combined with any other offer or discount. Must 
present coupon at time of purchase to receive discount. 
Does not include golf club or ski rentals.540.289.4954 • massresort.com • facebook.com/massanutten
How to Lose a Roommate in 8 Days
By ALex Burns
contributing writer
Living with a roommate is an essential col-
lege skill. Let’s face it; it’s also a pretty essential 
skill for the years after college when we’re too 
poor to afford a home all on our lonesome. 
You want to be best friends with your room-
mate. You want to be best friends forever and 
invite them to your wedding. But weddings are 
crowded, and if you’re short on space you don’t 
want a subpar roommate taking up a chair. So, 
how do you get rid of less-than-perfect living 
companions?
(In a handy and easy-to-use list)
sex-ile
Kick your roommate out while you get your 
lovin’ on. It doesn’t matter if you kick he or she 
out by a phone call, cheeky text message, tie 
on the door, or a tie drawn on the door in dry 
erase. It’s no fun to be sexiled. And even worse 
is the aftermath of the whole ordeal. Who knows 
what you were up to during that time. Bobby 
pins sprinkled liberally on your roommate’s 
bed? Is all of the strawberry jam mysterious-
ly missing from the fridge? It’s an emotionally 
draining ordeal to keep thoughts of weird bobby 
pin-strawberry jam roommate fornication from 
crossing the mind. 
“Borrow” Belongings 
It starts out innocently enough, by borrow-
ing simple things from your roommate, like 
pens or notebook paper. And then one day 
they walk in and you’re parading around in 
their underwear, with their bed sheets tied 
around your neck like a cape. And then it hap-
pens again. Every day.
improper Hygiene 
I heard a story once of a guy whose room-
mate spent 17 hours in front of his computer, 
playing World of Warcraft. No shower, not even 
one. Invest heavily in activities that allow you 
to stay in the room for long periods of time. 
Remember, spraying on Axe is just as good as 
a real shower.
invite Friends
Ask your roommate if you can bring a friend 
over. When he or she agrees, open the door to 
reveal the friend, the friend’s friend, and the 
friend’s friend’s death rock cover band. It helps 
if all the guests appear to be over the age of 35.
Hide pets 
Many apartments have strict no pet clauses. 
This shouldn’t stop you from being rebellious 
and having pets anyway. Just hide the little 
guy in a spare closet or the cupboard under 
the stairs. 
the Creep 
Instill your belongings with a demonic life 
of their own, and send them in creeping slow-
ly across the floor, threatening to consume the 
entire room like a mutant college version of 
the Blob. Keep a broom handy to beat back the 
advance if they get rebellious.
Bodily Fluids 
Again, self-explanatory. Had an excessively 
wild night of drinking? Throw up on your room-
mate’s bed. Really have to use the bathroom? 
The other roommate’s side of the room is basi-
cally one big impromptu john.
really Bad Music 
If your idea of an excellent musical experi-
ence is rocking out to LeAnn Rimes, just crank 
that music up. And if it’s not, well, it’s never too 
late to learn. 
ALex Burns is a freshman theatre major 
and a humor columnist at the Breeze.
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Why Gamble with the Rest?
WE WERE VOTED THE BEST!
Copper Beech
Townhome Communities
410 Copper Beech Circle 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 438- 0401
harrisonburg@cbeech.com
CONTACT US TODAY!
Great Deals!
Four of a Kind!
~Largest Clubhouse in Harrisonburg
~ HUGE 24 hour Fitness Center
~Pool and Jacuzzi (2nd pool opening in 2010)
~Game room with Computer lab, pool table, 
poker table, fooz ball table and a wii
~Free tanning
~2 basketball courts and a Volley ball court 
~ We offer 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes
~Our 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes offer 
private bedrooms with their own private bath-
room and a half bath on the main level.
~Go onto www.copperbeechtownhomes.com 
to check out our spacious ﬂoor plans! 
~ Contact us today while units are still 
available! 
